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Tenth an n iversary of the sign ing
of the Treaty of Rome
Statement by Professor ITalter Hallstein,
President of the EEC-Commission
On 25 March 1967, Professor lWalter Hallstein, President of the Commission
of the European Economic Community, on the occasion of the tenth anniversary
of the signing of the Treaty of Rome, issued the following statement:
" On 25 March 1967'Europe celebrates the tenth anniversary of the signing
of the Treaty of Rome and the birthday of the European Economic Community.
In these ten years the landscape of world politics has changed sufficiently to
prompt the question whether the aims and methods written into the Treaties
of integration still hold good. The answer can be nothing other than an
unqualified "yes". Only the securely knit and independent Europe that is
made possible by the Community can assume responsibility and maintain its
individual character.
" It was the intention of those who created the European Economic Community
that it should be the core and vanguard of an all-European Community. \Wher-
ever freedom and human rights are cherished in the $/est and in the East,
the peoples of Europe are suhmoned to collaborate in the task of unification.
The Communiy embodies no Europe of fear 
- 
it is not an instrument of the
cold war 
- 
but the Europe of confidence; it reflects not the Europe of Yalta,
but a Europe in re-unification; it is not a Europe of poverty, but the Europe
of economic and technical progress.
" The Community is moving along the road indicated by the Treaty of Rome.
As yet, economic integratioh is not complete; the aim is to build a common
market of continental scale and later io merge the economies of the six
Community countries in one great European economy. However, important
progress has been made on boih rores; ihe most striking decisions have been
those by which the customs union and the agricultural policy are to be established
on 1 July 1968. Economic union not only provides Member States, by the
mere fact of its existence, with an inducement to reach agreement in the other
areas of political union 
- 
non-economic foreign and defence policy 
- 
but also
makes such agreement easier. This example shows that even where vital
national interests are at stake it is possible, thanks to a community constitution,
to find a balanced solution for Europe, and that in the long run this is to the
advantage of all concerned.
" The unification of Europe is directed neither against the Soviet Union nor
against the United States, but is in the interests of both. Monolithic Atlantic
or Soviet set-ups on either side of the demarcation line of the st4tas qao teat
Europe asunder and weaken its parts, preventing self-determinatiori and thus
frustrating any hope of a lasting reduction of tension. The establishment of a
Community order in Europe may on the other hand do something which neither
a bipolar system of world power nor a balkanized Europe can achieve: it rnay
exeriise by peaceful means the dangers inherent in frontiers and eliminate the
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storm centre of Europe from which two world wars have originated. This
would provide sure foundations for confident co-operation with the rest of the
world or even for a genuine partnership.
" The policy of unifying Europe is in its objectives and in its methods as much
with us, as correct and as necessary as it was in 1950 and 1955 and as it has been
ever since. Ten years of progress along the trail blazed by the European
Economic Community towards European self-determination have made it ilear
that, provided there are no faint hearts or weak wills, the goal can be reached.
" There is no alternative. "
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l. Memorandum transmitted by the
Commission to the Council on common
transport policy following the Council
, resolution of 20 October 1966
I
Further to the resolution adopred by the Council at its session of 19-20 octo-
ber 1966, (r) the EEC commission trinsmitted to the council on 10 Febrru ary 1967
a memorandum concerning common tratrsport policy. During thar session the touncil
had noted that its work on rransporr migtrt i,ett b.i bgg.i down if, as decided on22 Jute 1965, it continued to concentrat-e on rate-fixin!"as a means of eliminating
factors which might distort the play of competirion, narirely the abuse of dominani
positions and more especially uneionomic competition.
In its memorandum the C-ommission takes stock of the discussions, commenrs on
points-of Cisagre-ement and points to possible solutions. It concludes ihat discussions
could be focussed on measurEs other tfian those concerning rates which would resrrain
the abuse of dominant positions and uneconomic competiiion. Thus there should be
nothing to preyenr the early introduction of. a f.ar-liaching Community system for
transport.
The C-ommission emphasizes that the need for rapid results is the .greater , in that
customs union between.the 
.Communiry coun_tries w;tt be complete b[ t ;uty tl6S,
when the common market in agriculture will also 'come into-force.' on that dati
work towards economic union, in which a common rransporr policy figures largely,
will in its turn enter a more active phase.
In its memorandum the Commission says that the ideas set out in its "Memorandum
on the general lines of a coslmon rransporr policy" of 10 April 1961 and its
"Programme for. implementation of a corimon-traniport policy"'of % May L962
can be taken as blueprints for this policy.
The basis of the policy should be that optimum distribution of traffic berween the
various modes of transporr and transport lirms is attained by free competition. Any
attempt to reach such i distribution by co-ordination measurls 
- 
depeidint on ,rt.'-
fixing or some 
-other- mechanism 
- 
ii excluded. But this does nor-entirely prevent
the authorities from intervening on the market. on the conrrary, it implies'tfie need
for certain types of intervention] with a threefold object:
i) 
_ 
To ensure the satisfactory operation of the market by placing modes of transporr
and-transpor-t firms on an equal fqoling. This would be-done-by harmonizing-the
conditions of competition and suitably ipportioning infrastrucrure costs;
ii) 
-To prevent or correcr abuses which may arise from competition 
- 
the abuse
of dominan-t positions and uneconomic comperition 
- 
by eitablishing permanent
machinery fof supervision and capacity contiol, as well ai by adoptirig iemporary
selectlve measures rn case of need:
(t) See Supplement to Bulletin 3-67 and, Bulletin 12-66, Ch. III, sec. 35.
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iii) The further the aims of regional or social policy where the free play of the
market does not do so.
In view of the differences between present national policies, a joint market organiza-
tion for transport based on competition can only be set up gradually. Moreovir, the
measures to be taken in the different fields should to some exrenr go hand in hand,
their interdependence being borne in mind but without one meaiure becoming a
precondition for another.
In the light of the discussions to which the Memorandum of L96l and the Programme
of 1962 gave rise within the various Community institutions, the Commission has
in recent years submitted a body of proposals in the following fields:
harmonization of the conditions of competition;
access to the market;




Some of these proposals have been adopred by the Council after reference to the
European Parliament and the Economic and Social Committee. However, the proposal
on rate brackets submitted by the Commission in May 1963 met with opposition
from one Member State, particulady with regard to its application to Rhine shipping.
To get out of this impasse, a new system was conceived on which the Council reached
agreement on 22 June 1965; this combined the system of compulsory rates with
provisions for a system of reference rates. This rate system was to be accompanied
by measures to align the operating conditions of the markets: regulations for admission
to the trade, definition of the system of vertical and horizontal agreements, common
solution to problems posed by certain kinds of non-governmental intervention, common
solution to the problem of apportionment of infrastructure costs, financial soundness
of the railways. -
The new feature contained in the agreemex of. 22 June i965 on these supplementary
mezrsures Iay in the dates fixed for their implementation 
- 
three years from the
entry into force of the new rate system, except for the financial soundness of the
railways which was fixed for 31 December 1972.
In order to give effect to the rate system contained in the agreement of. 22 June 1965,
the Commission submitted the amended proposal of 27 October 196J.
The discussions in the Council in July and October L966 ot this amended Commission
proposal for a regulation on rates revealed disagreement on the interpretation and
application of certain points. This disagreement w,rs noted by the Council in its
resolution of 20 October 1966.
The main point of disagreement concerned the system of reference tariffs: the
Commission had considered that 
- 
without questioning the principle of free price
formation which, according to the agreement of 22 June 1965, is a feature of this
system 
- 
6sslxin safeguards were necessary to prevent this freedom producing
undesirable effects. It had therefore suggested, first, that the rates applied in transporc
subject to reference rates should fulfil certain conditioos regarding the coveriag of
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costs' Secondly, it. had proposed that intervention as regards rates, consisting in thet.nlpol..ry imposition oI maximum or minimum ,r,.f, *ighi- be ;;ia;-by ;i;;authorities. if they 
. 
found cases of abuse of dominani p";?]il' or insrances for
uneconomic competition. The main idea behind these pffisals was that effective
means musr be available to combar possible abuses of c<i-p'.tiiion.
These provisions were not accepted by one Member state, on the qrounds that thev
lgnfli,cte{ with the agreemenr of zz-i"", 1965 aid;h^;'p;..'i;.",""i"r"ril*rj'ilcomPletely tree ln the system of reference rates. The ottrer points'of disagreement
which appeared in, the -Council were mainly of 
" 
t..t*i.a 'nriri.; the two mosrrmportanr concerned the system for individuil conrracts and the poutirting oi ;;;
The Council resolution 
.of 20 October 1966 undedines "the need to see thar the
1!use, of dominant positions or uneconomic competition ao.r--nt. cause a seriousdrsturbance of the transport market". The disagreement reveals varyinq conceDts ofthe.kind of public intervintion that is needed in o;de; i; i"-u., *. .iff 
"f e;#i;r;;positions and uneconomic competition.
It was therefore necessary to find appropriate ways of avoiding these risks and to
see whether measures other than rat6-iixing could'be applied, .i the corncil resolu-tion suggests.
The Commission proceeded to study the problems which arise for the various modesot transport: rarl, road, and waterway. It reached two main conclusions.
In the first place, the abuse of dominant positions is now very rare, and will become
T.?1.- :g as a comperrrlve. transporr- market is developed. There are no specialdttttculties in combating such abuse. For railways the soh]tion may consist in meiures
concerning rates-, for road and inland water rransporr ln an approprirt. ,ppti.rii*
of the Treaty rules on competition.
!:._,"i1tt, ,lleconomic competition appears to be a much m_ore complex phenomenon
i:l ::g-ilrcn !1r have numerous causes. The real remedies to abusesbf this type
::T1._1 in the appJication of a wide range of measures chosen according to the situat'ifinrn each mode of traflsporr. Recou-rse to measures on rates,. i.e. tfr'e imposition of
minimum rates, may be'reserved for residual cases. probabtv tt.r. *ill be few
such cases, occurrir.rg. mg$ly during the alignment period wheri other measures will
nor yet have had thelr tull ettect.
It.thus.appears, as the Council resolution of 20 Ocrober 1966 implied, that it isindeed by th.e co-ordinated implementation of several kindi of ..^rr., that theproblems underlying the 
.disagreemenrs musr be solved. unrii no-, any progresson common,rransport 
ryoliry,has been subordinated to agreemenr on rare sysrems.Hencetorward, the interdependence 
.of the different fields of-this policy must be iookedinto again. and rate provisions must be laid down in the light of ttr'e oth.r arrangements,in particular, access ro the market. /
After.this 
,srudy of the situation the Commission was able ro suggest the measuresthat should be taken in the different fields and the way in whicf;"they *ootd t 
"*to be interlinked in order to overcome the disagreemenr on rate sysrems. The Commis-
sioir considers that efforts must be concentrated on measures oth6r than *ros. 
"}flit-iogrates to eliminate the underlying causes of uneconomic competition.
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Intervention on rates is to be reserved for the residual cases 
- 
which will very probably
be rare 
- 
in which signs of abuse of dominant positions and uneconomic competition
still subsist.
For this purpose the,Commision in its memorandum suggests the following solutions:
i) Measures on rhe harmonization of conditions of competition, the- aPPortionmert
of infrastructure costs, the application of rules of competition and access to the
market;
ii) Rate measures dealing with the system of reference rates, individual contracts
and the publishing of rates and conditions;
iii) Safeguard measures which meet a dual need: to remedy serious disturbances
reiulting Irom the general economic trend and to ward off serious disturbances that
may spiing from thE joint organization of the ttansport market;
iv) A supervisory committee for the transport market. Since in consequence.of the
Council's ^resoluti6n the implementation of a set of co-ordinated measures is now
envisaged in the different fields of common transport policy, the Commission 
-expresses
a prefErence for the immediate establishment of i supervidory committee with general
coirp.tence, capable of assisting the Commission in its task of supervising the transport
^rrk.t by obsirving the effelts of the various meastues 
and by taking suggestions
as to theii application in the different fields.
In conclusion, the Commission in its memorandum to the Council points out that
neither the general aims and guide-lines of the common transPort policy 
-nor the
measures alre-ady taken to establish it are called in' question. In_ principle, the same
is true of the Council agreement of 22 June 1965 which must, however, be applied
in a new pefspective. Until now, the development of the common transport policy
was subordinated to an agreemenr on rate systams; henceforward, measures other than
those affecting rates wif determine the scbpe and content of the rules'relating to
transport rates and conditions.
From this new viewpoint, it is possible to lay down a. practical programme based
on a dual priority. Priority is given to the ru[es applicable to tranqPort betwee,n,the
Member Siates oh the one-hand, and on the other hand to the measures intended to
normalize marker conditions, i.e. harmonization of the conditions of competition and
rules for access to the .market.
The programme submitted to the Council has two phases: the first-Phase should.be
emba kef, uoon immediately and last only until 31 December 1969, the date that
marks the .'na of the transition period. 
-In this first phase, the essential measures
for transporc between Member Stites should be adopted in good time to enter into
force on^ 1 July 1968, the date when cubtoms union-and the common agricultural
market will be fully established.
In execuring the first stage of the programme the essentials of the common transPort
policy will-be worked out and imporiant measures will be applied either over the
iholl ,r"nrport field (harmonization, apportionment of infrasiructure costs, rules.of
comperition), or only to traffic between Member States (rate systems and regulation
of riad tr.nrport cafiaciry). '$Thilst the regulation on access to the market_ may also
be adopted during ihis first stage,_ it *ould not be implemented until the second
stage, ile. at the sime time as thE development of rate systems for t-ransport between
Me"mber States and its extension to national transport, the content of which extension
it largely determines.
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In the second phasg.. 
. 
intended to begin on- I January i970 and to last three years 
-the. rate system will 
.be supplemented- by the Lntry into force of common iules for
national transPo-t and. by the.development of rules'on rransporr between the MemberStates. I{r addition, the regulations bn access to the markei adopted during the firstphase will enter into force, while- the harmonization of conditioni of compe"tition andthe definition of the common financial system for the utilization of iifrastr;ctur;
will be completed.
Annexed to the commission's memorandum there is a note on the "general develop-
ment of the work on infrastructure costs".
At the Council session of 28 July 7966, the Commission said that it had in mind to
proPose that.the Council adopt.interim solutions for apportioning infrastructure costs.TIis stlggestion-of the Comhission was noted by the Council"in its resolution of
20 October 1966.
In the annex to the memorandum, the Commission informs the Council that it hasput down for study the following matters:
i) Harmonization of taxes on commercial vehicles;
ii) The situation in inland water transport as regards covering the infrastructure
costs of inland waterways;
iii) Provisional standardization of accounts of infrastructure expenditure.
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II. Proposal for a regulation on agricultural
producers' groups and unions thereof
:
As the common market in agriculture will soon be fully esrablished, our EEC farmers
musr of necessiry adjust to tf,e larger economic unit which has been created for them
and in the crearibn oi which they tEemselves have had a hand. Ifith the establishment
of the market organizations in niany sectors and the annual fixing of prices for a wide
range of producis, one phase of tire__common- agriculturat poliiy has almost reached
its -goal. -The changeovir from small national agricultural markets to the new EEC
-r."k.t will require"very larqe-scale adiustment 5y our farmers, but this should not
be allowed to delay achievem-ent of the'common agricultural policy's other objectives.
This skeleton buililing on the verge of completion needs to be propedy furnished;
farming must settle ltself into iti new, moie spacious rooms and wider corridors
withoui getting lost in the process of moving.
Farming as at present constituted is being largely by-passed by the vigorous develop-
-.nt oT the milern economy. It is noi orginiied into companies co_mparable. with
those that finance industrial'expansion, its irarkets are not dominated by combines,
and it lacks a sufficient number -of enterprising individuals capable of brioging modern
production and marketing methods to the six and a half million or so seParate
igricultural holdings of over t hectare. (r)
As a result, farming's position on the market is growing weaker. This is reflected
chiefly in the dwiniling proportion of rhe- price of the Iinished product represented
by thi: cost of the raw miterials delivered by farmers.
Asriculture must therefore endeavour, as soon as the common market is in operation,
to"take advantage of the new situation. This can best be done if producers:
i) organize voluntarily in order to have a Steater voice in market oPerations;
ii) take a bigger part in marketing and selling their produce.
iii) secure their position on the market.
\flith a view to ensurinq optimum use of capital and labour and to improving incomes
in agriculture, the EEdCo^mmission submitted-to the Council, on 21 Februaty 
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a pr"oposal foi a regulation on agricultural producers' grouPs and uniorrs thertof.
This may well be the most important regulation for the development of agricr]lture
and the 'improvement of markei structurJ in a whole series- of prgposals now being
prepared by the Commission for this PurPo_se. In view of the importance of this
iroiosal. the Commission hopes that it will be implemented with the constructive
to-6p.miion of all those wh6 have a hand in the ^organization of the agricultural
madiet 
- 
Member Governments, Members of Parliament and farming circles.
(t) Almost 70/o of these are holdings of less than 10 heaares. Agriculture accounts for.SVo
if'tt. fEC'r gross domestic product ihereas industry, with 2.3 million firms, accounts f.or 45/o.
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:The need for Community arrangements
The combination of agriculrural holding into producers' groups is a.sine qaa non for
lmprovemenr of market srructure.in an agriculture based on the fimily -farm. The
comm-ission s proposal is designed to crea-re a Community framework '*i,t in *hi;hthe Member Stares can promote the esrablish-menr of producers' groups .ra irr.
agricultural community cah pursue its own efforts to iriprove the "orginization oiproduction and the joint supply of agriculrural produce.
A s!r91t tim-e ago the Council of Ministers, in its regularion laying down supplemenraryprovisions. for the common organization of marketlin fruit and"vegetabler','uutto.ir.t
the introduction of common standards in order to improve the {uality 'or p-aui.,
adapt supply.to market requirements and, where possibli, gur..n,.. adequate in.;;;;to growers.. (1) The esrablishmenr of procucerst-gro-upi ihould rherefo're go a long
way towards achieving the objectives of Article 3f of itre EEC Treaty.
As a logicll extension of this regulation, the Commission, in its proposals for regula-
tions relating to.the common'oiganization of markets when thd final, single--i.k.t
stage.is reached, has suggested measures to encourage the agricultural bodiei involvedto bring about a..betteiorganization of producrionf processi-ng and markering .na to
improve the quality of produce.
These measutes should improve producers' knowledge of marker conditions and increase
the stability of agricultural mar[ets.
Agriculture-in the EEC is faced with the need to adapt production and marketingto the requirements of a demand that has been sharply-coircentrared in recenr yearlIf the supply side is to be concentrated on lines of guiranteed quality, and if d6alers
and processols ate to be assured of regular deliverie-s, ofren on'rp..ifi.d dates, rhen
new,fo-rms of-organization are requirecl in an agriculiure thar is iargely made up of
small family farms. Farmers in the EEC mem6er countries trave li'ttl6 time leit to
develop rhese new patrerns.of supply if they are nor to be overtaken by .*,rrn.ou,
developments in rhe processing industry tending in rhe same direcrion.
The salienr features of rhe supply of agricultural produce are at presenr the larqe
number of producers,- the relatively smalllize of producrion units, and the productiSn
of a great number of 
.more or less homogeneous-procucrs. As a result, supplies are
very fragmented and do nor always meet rhe requiremenrs of a modern mar-kit. The
aim of the Commission s proposal is to allow the agricultural secror of the economy
to develop by. encouraging concentration, withour olfending against the principle o'f
I'ee comperition.. Rural trade and co-operatives will be-abl-e to profit from theformation of producers' grouqs. 
-For _example, dealers will be largely relieved of the
costly.and time-consuming taik of making up consignments ro suif tfie marker if they
can take over lots from the producers.
The main weakness of 4l agricultural marketing co-operatives lies in the lack ofIoyalty among their members,-wh,ich, has_ prev-ented them from building up a posirion
on the market commensurate with the size of their membership. Th[ wiakness will
be.removed.by.the commission's_proposal, in rhat the memberiof a producers'group
will be obliged to deliver to rhi gloup rheir toral outpur of the'products "unddr
contfact.
() &. Brll.,l i n-ee, ch. III, sec. 25.
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The facr that agricultural co-operatives may have direct links with the production
side clearly shows that, within the meaning of the Commission's proposal, an agricultural
co-operative and a producers'group may be one and the same undertaking. If dealers
and co-operatives wish to assume the functions of a producers' group, they will no
longer be able to confine themselves to purely commercial activities, but must also
direct rheir members' production and take responsibility for standardizing quality.
This is the only way in which marketing can be put on a sound basis 
- 
the organiza-
tion marketing the produce must have an influence, which it has not had up to the
present, on the quality and presentation of produce.
The Commission's regulation then, is not intended to replace existing organizations; on
rhe contrary, it consciously relies on forms of organization that have been tried and
tested and seeks to profit from their experience.
There have been remarkable changes in final demand over recent years. In step with
the economic development that has brought about a general rise in living standards,
the demands of consumers have been modified. Consumers are now asking for
increasing quantities of prepared and processed products and for fresh food all the
year round. The trend of demand is for consistently high quality.
lfith a view to satisfying this consumer demand, the Commission's proposal is
designed to ensure constant and regular supplies of produce of a given uniform quality
in sufficient quantities and at prices as srable as possible.
The need for producers' groups does not arise only from economic considerations,
for the joint collection and processing of products is in line with present-day techno-
logical advance and rationalization, and can stimulate the regional development of
whole areas; from the common agricultural policy angle too, a variety of reasons
militate in favour of joint ventures of this kind. Everywhere in the member countries
similar projects are being put in hand, involving numerous vertical and horizontal
agreements and liable to distort competition at the single-market stage unless they
are carried out in accordance with common rules. Hence the Commission was
virtually obliged to submit proposals to the Council for common rules applicable to
producers' groups.
By 31 December 1969 at the latest, the Commission will consider, in the light of
the experience gained and results achieved in the working of this regulation, whether
its provisions should be kepr as they are or amended. It should be noted that Regula-
tion No. 159/66/CEE lays down thar the Commission shall, by the same date, consider
the same question with regard to organizations of fruit and vegetable growers.
Activities of producer's groups and their promotion
In principle, the proposed regulation concerns all the products listed in Annex II of
the EEC Treaty that leave the farm without processing, as well as such products as
butter, cheese, wine, olive oil and poultrymeat. A list of these products is given in
an Annex to the proposal. Fruit and vegetablei are excluded, however, because
special arrangements have already been made for them.
Producers' groups must fulfil the following general conditions *ith ,.gurd to the
sector or products for which they have been recognized:
i) They must not jeopardize attainment of the objectives of Article 39 of the
Treaty by activities in respect of which they seek recognition; 
,
t
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ii). They.must. abide by common rules-for the joint production and supply of
agricultural produce up t6 the firsr stage of distribution;
iii). They musr, in.accordance with their joint rules, be in a position ro stole, sorr,
package and orherwise prepare agriculrural'produce for sale.
To avoid the danger of combinations liable ro resrrain competition, it is laid down
that,no producers'.group may marke-r more than 5% of the rotal EEC output of eachproduct, unless otherwise decided for one or more products by rhe Co^uncil on apigposal of the commission. lwhere a prod,rcers' group m"r(.rs more than 57o,
official recognition. will be withheld. All discrimfnation betw..n prodri.rr- 'oi
producers'.groups within the EEC, particularly on grounds of nationaliry' or do111icit.,
musr be eliminated over the whole iange of iheir ictivities.
Since agriculture itself does not as a rule have sufficienr capital reserves and fundsto ensure the esrablishmenr of proCucers' groups, temporary assistance from public
funds should be forrhcoming at the outser.
For.this reason, Member States should be permitted ro grant subsidies to recognized
producers' groups and un-ions thereof duriirg the firsr t'hre. y.rm following oiriiia
recognition, in order to help them find thiir feer and to prornot. rheir "activities.
The amount of such assistanae should not exceed, in the first'year 37o, in the second
2Vo and in the third IVo of the value of the produce marketed'and covired by official
recognition.
In addition, in.the first-five years after recognition, the Member Srares sirould/be
permitted to grant subsidies.to recognized pro--Cucers'- groups and unions thereof for
lnvestmenrs to improve_ proc.uction conditions, joint sales, srorage, sorting, packaging
and other prepararions for sale. These subsidies may amounr to not morJ than: - -
i) 407o of sums invested in real estate (new construction or in extension or moderni-
zation of existing buildings or installations);
ii) 20%o of sums invested in movable property (machinery, vehicles, office and orher
equipment).
once producers' groups o-r unions thereof begin to operate on rhe markers, rhey will
come within the reach_of the rules of compitition (is regards srages borh uprirerrn
and downstream) laid down in Council Regularion No. 2d (,)
(r).See official gazette No.30, 20 April 1962.
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lll. The possibility of Great Britain joining
the Community
Extracts from press conferences given by Mr Harold I7ilson,
Prime Minister of the United Kingdom,
and Mr George Brown, Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs,
after their visits to the six Community capitals.
As promised in the last issue of the Bulletin, *5166 dfscribed. the British Prime
Minister's views on the various problems connected with the pos-sibility 
-of the United
Kingdom's membership of the. Community., the reader will find below the most
signlficanr answers given by Mr r0flilson. and Mr Brown at press conferences held at
the end of their visits to the various capitals.
Rome press conference
Mr Harold lVilson said at a press conference held in Rome on l7.January l967.that
he thought his and Foreign Secretary Georges Brown's visit had been successful but
that it ias, of coulse, only the firsi of six-visits. Mr 'l7ilson said one would have
to look at ihe picture'as a'whole at the end of all the visits.
Asked to comment on remarks by the Italian Prime Minister, SJgnor Moro, Mr '$Tilson
said, "I agree very much with Signor Moro that there are difficult problems and easy
problems,"bur I irould interpolale thar, given goodwill and underitanding, none of
ihem are incapable of solution. [...] i think it is clear to everyone that the most
difficult problims arise our of the agricultural situation, with particular reference to
certain of the financial regulations a{reed between the Six." [.-.']
"If Brirain is able as a-resulr of what no doubt will be tough negoriations to enter
the European Community, we shall abide by the rules of thattommunity."
Asked about the likely reaction of the British people to entry int-o the IEC, Mr lTilson
replied, "I believe it'would have the overwhelniing_suppoit of.the.British people,if
we were to eoret, provided essential British and.Commonwealth interests are safe-
guarded."
In reply to a question concerning the possibility of future discussions about the poli.tical
.ont.'ni of the Community the-Prime Ministei said, "We have made clear thac if we
enter the Economic C-ommunity we shall play our full part in all activities necessaty
to improve political unity within Europe."
'!7hen asked how far relationships with the United States would be affected by British
entry into the Common Market Mr'ttr7ilson commented, "rVhile Her Majesry's Govern-
*enl 
"r. 
loyal members of NATO, we do not believe that there is anything il l!4TO
that requirei us to accept the domination of European industrial and economic life by
Americin industrial ag6ncies. We believe we can stand on our own feet in Eqroqg
even if as a resulr ofp.st efforts we are still subject to this kind of penetration."
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Paris press conference
Speaking at a press conference in Paris on 25 January 1967 Mr 'lTilson said: "I believeit is right to say that our hosts were impressed with the depth of purpose that we
have shown in everything we have said. \7e did nor come.here asking them to
say yes of no to any particular question because, of course, this is one of six visits,
and as it was always understood, the six Governments of the Communiry will naturally
wish to consult together about the issues raised by these visits. [...] T7e have been
very encouraged by our reception and by the courtesy extended to us and by the
very frank way we have been able to go into every issue raised, be they issues within
the Treaty. of Rome, be they issues raised by decisions taken under the Treaty of
Rome, or be they other matters which in the minds of one or other of the six EEC
Governments are important in deciding their attitude to what we are proposing."
On the position of sterling as a reselve currency and the possibility that this might
be a serious obstacle to Britain's enrry ro the Common Markei, Mr 'l7ilson said: "In ihe
minds of some of our friends in the Community the position of the sterling area, of.
steding as a trading currency and also of the sterling balances raises problems of a
monetary and even a broader character. [...] The sterling balancei which really
developid on a_ major scale during the war, and-which now st"and at roughly the saml
level as they did at the end of the war, though with a very different constirurion
as between countries, represenr what one might call a banker's obligations. Against
the liabilities that we have to those who have monetary reserves, golil and conveitible
curlency reserves,,we have assets, with second line reserves, on a scale considerably
greater than the total of our obligations. I do not believe that there is any serious
problem here, though I can well lnderstand some of our Community friends being
concerned that if, for example, there were to be at any time a run on those balances
and they were to be withdrawn, then, if we were in-rhe Community, it would not
only be a drag on Britain, but a drag on our partners, perhaps causing them collectively
to take internal restrictive action. I have used, I think, the full aiguments to show
that that would not be the position. There is not at the momenr any suggesrion thar
the banking liabilities and assets should be transferred within the Community. Bur
whether they are outside or inside, they are fully covered by our very large investments
overseas 
- 
both portfolio and direct investment of course 
- 
and therefore they
need in no sense constitute, nor w6uld they constitute, a burden, a liability or a drag
on our partners within an enlarged Community. So far as wdrking balances are
concerned, the balances in London held by banking institutions, big business institu-
tions, the oil companies and the rest, these have fluctuated, particularly when certain
people were short-sighted enough to believe some things they read in the British
and European press about the future of sterling, for which they paid a very heavy
price subsequently. This has been, I think, a phenomenon very much associated wirh
the period when Britain had an adverse balance of payments 
- 
800 millions in 1964,
cut to less than haif that figure h 1965, cut again very sharply h 1966 and movinz
into surplus in 1967. [...] Britain this year looks like having one of the strongesr
balance-of-payments positions in Europe, or indeed more widely." 
.
Asked whether the political structure of a larger Europe was discussed as well as the
structure of 'Wesrern Europe, Mr '$Tilson replied: "l think all of us felt in these
discussions that the drive for political unity in Europe was at leasr as important to
both of us as any of the economic questions we discussed, in many ways more
important, but there was, of course, no discussion of structural problems or structural
change. I...1 If we become.members of the European Community, we shall play
our full part in all these matters as a member and, as I said in Strasbourg, we are
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concerned to play such part as we can, even in advance of that, if our friends in the.
Six are agreeable to discussions.on that basis.
[...].\7hen I said it was not at the moment appropriate for Britain to be involved
so closely in the internal political structure of the Community, I did say that political
matters were very much in the forefront of the minds of both sides. I think both
of us feel that, while we have great anC formidable difficulties to overcome, greater
political unity in Europe, particularly a much closer identification of Britain with the
political issues in Europe, would have two consequences of transcendent importance.
One is the drive which both the French Government and we ourselves, in our separate
ways but clearly in parallel, have been engaged on in trying to reduce tension in
Europe and, more widely, in the French and the British relationships with the
Soviet Union; and, secondly, the very clear feeling that a wider and deeper unity in
Europe will enable Europe, and therefore each country in Europe, to play a much
greater part in world affairs, in influencing the two big-power countries, and in giving
a lead to world peace."
Mr George Brown was asked whether the British Government was ready to accept
the common agricultural policy which had been worked out by the Six. In his reply,
the Foreign Secretary said: "[...] the common agricultural policy raises a number
of problems for us. Four stand out. The effect on our cost of living by the raising
of our food prices ar home, if prices stay as they are. The distortions that it will
import into our pattern of agricultural production because, for example, of the high
level of cereal prices. The effect on members of the Commonwealth, notably of course
New Zealand, not only, but notably New Zealand, and fourthly the effect on our
balance of payments if we have not only to face the higher prices, but also to
contribute ninety per cent of the levies across the exchanges to the Fund, which
will put us in a position, if things remain exactly as they are, of paying as much
to the Fund jusr about as all the other members of the Community added together.
These problems of varying order, varying degrees of importance and of difficulty will
need to be taken care of. [...] There are ways in which each of them can be taken
care of and subjett to that, which is after all the same position as each other member
of the Community took about its own problems, the common agricultural policy, like
the Treaty of Rome is not 'in itself, or necessarily, an impediment'.|
To a questioner who asked: "Did you put specific propbsali on technological sharing
and what was your impression of how such proposals v/ere received?", the Prime
Minister replied: "I think you could assume thar what I said in Strasbourg was
developed with greater emphasis here in Paris. You know that the Secretary of State
for Defence announced a tremendous programme of joint production within the
field of military aircraft and helicopters, which for the later''seventies involves, so
far as Britain and France are concerned, a joint interdependence in the defence and
the defence production field. I7hat, of course, we are particularly concerned with,
as I was when I was received by President de Gaulle in April L965, is the extension
of this kind of co-operation, on a practical joint production basis and in other ways,
in civil technology 
- 
not only computers but a very wide range of electronic and
other sophisticated modern products. So, of course, it will be clear thar any real
extension in that kind of technological co-operation would be dependent on our
becoming part of a Common Market with the sale and exploitation of the consequences
of that research."
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Brussels press conference






press conference on lU7ednesday night,
1. February 1967, at the end of his visit-to Brussels, and observed. that orice ag'ain
the visit had been extremely encouraging.
Asked how far Britain was prepared to see a surrender of sovereignry to the EEC
commission and where Britain stood on the question of majority votihg, the Prime
Minister. 1ep]i.ed: "This emotive phrase 'surrender of soverlignity' has- never been
one.which frightened me in the debates on rhe Common Mirkdt three years ago.I said then.that the progressive surrender of sovereignty is the mark of an advanci-ng
civilization."
So far as majority voting was concerned, he continued: "\U(/e have made it plain that
whatever we put our name to we shall carry our fully and we shall carry out all
obligations on- entering 
,rhe Community as the founder members and our partners inthis venture have done.'
Aiked wnicn he considered was the mosr imporrant problem he had tackled in Brusseli,
Mr.lTilson said. "Tirey are alj important, but I...1 I'would identify certain rsri*tiriri
problems with particular referente to the operation of the finahcial regul-ations, as
being among the key questions."
Asked what assurances had been received from the Common Market Commi5sion about
support for the British case, Mr Iil7ilson said, "!7e neirher sought nor asked for nor
expected any expression of support for whar we are doing, but we had an extremely
useful discussion in which we were able to draw on the viry great technical experrisl
in running the Commission over the past ten years and were able to discuss in very
great depth some of the principal problems, particularly agriculture and the financial
problems associated with agriculture.
I do not think it would be helpful for me to reveal the outcome of the discussions,
but I found it very encouraging to get such a full discussion of these problems."
The Prime Minister, asked if he felt he had now dispelled doubts about sterling,
replied, "So. far as the question of sterling is concerned, there are no doubts at all
in Europe about sterling."
A further questioner asked about discussions on rhe position of the developing
countries of the Commonwealth. He said there had been criticism of a tendEncy
to concentrate on the problems of the advanced Commonwealth countries.
Mr \Tilson told him, "Of course we have been very much involved and so have our
Cdmmon Market friends in every international organization designed to provide help
for the developing countries. [...] Everything that can be done is being organized
through international organizations
The Common Market itself has devoted considerable time, energy and resources to
assisting those developing countries which historically have been most associated with
the Common Market countries themselves, particularly of course in Africa."
It was very far from the truth to say that the discussions on Commonwealth problems
had been confined only to advanced countries. Certainly some of the agricultural
problems of temperate Commonwealth countries were important and had been
discussed, but of course there were discussions of problems affecting African, Asian
and Caribbean countries ,like those posed by the Commonwealth Sugar Agreement.
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IThen asked about the discussions of capital movements between Common Marker
countries_, Mr '\il7ilson said, "There are problems here. In some discussions they have,
I think, been exaggerated. I believe they are soluble, given time and given a'special
understanding of. some of the p-roblems which arise in respecr of Britiin 
- 
and of
course many of the problems here are already foreseen and mechanisms are provided
for dealing with them."
Bcinn press conference
At the end of his visit to the Federal Republic of Germany, Mr Harold \Tilson hetd
a press conference in Bonn on 16 February 1967.
In his brief opening remarks the Prime Minister quoted what he described as the
key sentence of the agreed statement: 'The issues involved in Britain's approach to
the European Economic Community were fully discussed', and when asked to commenr
on the German position, said: "The position of rhe German Governmenr, as put to
us, is completely in accordance with all their public itatements about suppolr for
British entry."
In reply to a questioner who considered there was some division within the British
Government over Britain's entry into the Common Market, Mr 'Wilson said: "The
statement- I made on November 10 was made on betraif of the whole British
Government."
To a questioner who asked: "!flould you say thar the argument developing abouc
non-proliferation, because of the involvement of Euratom in it, has added a new
difficulty that has to be sorted out in the process of Britain's entry into the Common
Market?", the Prime Miniiter replied: "\7e have had some discussion on this inevitably
but not in the context at all of the Common Marker discussions. It is an entirely
separate issue: our experts have had a brief discussion and this will continue. I...1
You mentioned Euratom 
- 
we believe that the entry of Britain into all the Com.
munities, as long as they remain separate Communities, and in the one Community
on merging, will enable us to put a lot more life into Euratom, and our proposal for
what I call the technological Community could be examined in relation to bringing
Euratom into the wider technological setting. \7e believe that this will enable all
of us in Europe to work much more closely together on the civil use of atomic
energy; but this depnds of course on a favourable response to our approach aboutjoining the Community."
To a questioner who inquired whether he still insisted rhat, if Britain ioined, there
would have to be some sort of national control on the free movement of capital,
Mr l7ilson replied: "On the question of what our final view will be on capital
movements 
- 
or any other question, of course 
- 
it is too early to say; [...] but
I think you can assume that problems arising out of Article 67 and the general problem
have of course been discussed."
On the question of prices, Mr rilTilson said: "There has been no attempt to convert
the German Government to a different attitude about agricultural prices, nor have
they sought to convert us, but we have discussed the bearing of prices on the question
of the financial regulations 
- 
which of course is one of the thorniest problems."
Finally, Mr \Tilson was asked whether he had discussed possibilities of European
co-operation in the field of defence; he reminded the questioner that they had been
talking about the Common Market; Anglo-German and wider interests in defence
were of course, he pointed out, a matte! for NATO and IJ7EU.
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Press conference ar The Hague
Mr Harold \Tilson met members of the press in The Hague on 27 February 1967.
Asked for an indication of how long it would take for the British Government ro
reach a decision about applying f9i enrrance to the common Market, he replied:
"I can't give 
.any indicatiilir'abo-ut how long it will take the British Governmenr to
reach its conclusion as to the next step, bur-I certainly inrend that it should not take
Io.ng'. Right through we have stressed- the importance of maintaining rhe momenrum
which these visits have involved, the speed a-nd concentration of rlie visits, and the
fact that it has been so concentrated hai been an expression of rhat rnorn..rrrrn, .nJ
we are determined to see, so far as it lies in our p'ower, that that momentum shall
not be lost."
The nexr questioner asked: "Do you see the creation of a non-proliferation treary
and your. possible entry into the Europe of the Six as rwo enrireiy separare affursiIf not, the non-proliferation- treaty w6uld appear to become a stumbiing block on
your road ro Eutope." To this the Prime Minisrer replied: "[...] \tre d"o see them
ls tyo separat_e issues. [...] It might be desirable, in so far as rhere could be anxietiesin Euratom, for experts to 
-go aid discuss thesi problems with the leaders of theEuratom community. So far from this being ari impediment ro our ioining the
common Market, I would have thoughr, if theie are th^ese anxieries, it should Ee an
encouragem-ent,-it shouJd be a reason for our joining, because we believe that Euratom,
which has faced considerable difficulties over the yiars, could be greatly strengrheneiin its working by qhe contribution that we could'make to its aciiviries throrigh our
own developmenr 
_ 
in the psaceful uses of atomic power. [. . .] In certain "of its
aspects, for example_ in the -field of power generarion] we have a srrong claim to say
that we now lead the world. I believe thit we can here contribure a" great deal til
Euratom, whether under its presenr_organization, expanded in a more iechnological
sense, or as it will finally be, mgrge-d inlo one Community wirh the orher two. -And
these are all argumenrs, I think, for strengthening the - links berween Brirain and
Europe, by Britain ioining the Community or Comirunities 
- 
whichever is relevant
at that- particular. time. So I think it would be totally to misconceive borh the treaty
and what is likely to happen u.nder it, to feel thar this should be an impediment ro
our joining.. pe also will be' facing rhe problem of inspection and we are much
more relaxed about the problem from our much greater knowleCge of what is involved;
and we want this spirit of relaxation to be comriunicated ro our-prospecrive parrners."
Answering a questioner who wished to know whether the matter of padiamentary
control was discussed, Mr 'l7ilson said, "Yes, it has been discussed, .ird of coursl
quite properly and appropriarely. I can think of almosr no quesrion bearing on the
future of the community, or bearing on British entry, thar has nor been discussed
in- these. very fast moving and rhorough discussions.' our position on rhis, as on
all_ other institutional quesrions arising our of the Treaty of Rome, is thar if 'we are
able 
_to-.sec-ure entry _on term-s which we, and the British people, consider reasonable,
we shall o_f cgurse- play our full part in all thar is envisag6d 5y our Common Markei
partners. f...f 9.f course bxactly.how these things shoui=d develop, we could say farbetter from within rhe community than by ma[ing pronounce-tnts from outsid.."
To. a questiol og_lhe possibility of a iecond round of talks, Mr lTilson gave the
following reply: "s7e haven't raken any decision about this yei; if by a secon'd round
you mean that the Foreign Secretary and I should have a fuither six visirs to the.six
capitals, I cant't tell you how agreeable this would be, but at the same time we realize
this does take a lot of time, and I'm not sure that a repetirion of our existing tour
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and going over grounC which is becoming increasingly familiar to all those concerned
*ouid n""..rrari[ be the besr way of ma'intaining fi6tn.ntu*. If any of our friends
desired further lalks in a bilateril sense, at any"level, of course we would be very
glad to arrange them, and there are arrangements for continuing bilateral discussions
Ihrough all ti-e bilateral machineries which exist within Europe today."
On the question of monetary co-operation the Prime Minister Vas asked whether he
would lile Article 108 of ihe nbme Treaty activated and whether he thought it
desirable to have central bank credits prolonged. "Article 108," Mr \Tilson replied,
"is an article we have discussed on a numbel of these visits. [...] But, if you are
referring [...] to anxieties of some Common Market countries about disturbances
resultin[ from the international position of sterling, my answer would be first, that
the stre'ngth of sterling is largeiy a function of,is dipendent on, the- strength of
Britain's "balance of piyments. ttris we are, of courie, successfully building up.
Secondly, in so far as-srbrling is a widely acceptable trading currency throughout.the
world, any difficulries of the-kind envisaged in-Article 108 ire perhaps better handled
through tire mechanism of the Internatio-nal Monetaiy Fund and- through the. inJormal
co-opEration between central banks, which have been developed not only within-Europe
but -more widely, [...] without ruling out, in'appropriate circumstances, that any
member counrrf of the Common Market running lnto difficulties could-.have aPPro'
priate access by agteement to the facilities provi-ded under Article 108."
Another iournalisr recalled rhat the phrase about essential British and Commonwealth
interests 'being safeguarded had been often repeated since November; he wished to
know wherhei rhe-Prime Minister implied that some special conditions could be
attached ro rhe existing sysrem in ord-er to protett those interests, or whether it
meant simply that in Mr rX/ilson's judgement ihey coutd be satisfied under existing
arrangements
The Prime Minister replied: "This is what the visits are designed to clarify. In many
cases the anxieties expiressed in Britain, not least in past years by myself, have been
shown to be les! real ihan was once thought, because of the way in which the Common
Market wofks 
- 
and we've learnt a gieat deal about the Practical working of the
C.ommon Market and its various instirutions over the pas fEw years. But it will be
of course for the British Government to consider in the light of the report that the
Foreign Secretary and I will be making to our colleag"e5 how 
-far and in what
way ie should slek to ensure that essential intere_sts-are safeguarded. It is no secret,
I tLink, that when the Treaty of Rome was first drafted the member countries_sou-ght
to safeguard their interests-in the way it was drafted, and there were individual
protocols and provisions at thar time. - r0Thile all of us in Britain would want to
minimize any qpecial arrangements because we were not there at the original drafting,
I rhink *e *uni to see hori far, within existing arrangements or withogt going beyond
the spirit of any existing arrangement, we- could - solve these problems I.r .) b.y
transiiional arrangements of varying degrees of time, on which so far we haven't
formed a view 
- 
or indeed discussed any particular periods. In yet other cases
more permanenr arrangements might be worked our within the general spirit of theCommunity." '
Press conference in Luxembourg
The Prime Minister and Foreign Secretary held a press conference after their visit
to Luxembourg on 10 March 1967.
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Mr rTilson said that he and the Foreign Secretary, Mr Georges Brown, now had
sufficient information to enable the Cabi-net to take'a decision about Bririsir member-
ship.of the Common Market. [...] Everything had been covered so fully that he
could not imagine. any_problem on.rhis score, Sur he would nor like to suggesr that
the Cabinet would rush into a decision. Ir was a very, very important isil"e and a
gre.at 
-deal of- wo* had to be done, including in the first instance work by himself
and the Foreign Secretary.
Asked. !g-y_ r,q proposed to maintain the momentum of rhe Brirish initiative, he
leplied, "rJ7e shall certainly wasre no rime, we shall get down to it as quickly porribl..But this..is a big job, a job that has to be donieffecrively. Ir is a 
^o^-entoutdecrsron."
Mr Brown intervened to point out that certain orher events were taking place in the
period ahead 
- 
the Kennedy rouni of trade negotiarions, for example] 'Britain and
the Six were.likely ro be "prerry well occupied" and he thought t-he timing would
take care of itself.
Summing up the visits, Mr Iflilson said, "This is the sixth and lasr of the visits thar
the Foreign Secretary and I have been paying ro rhe Heads of Governmenr of the six
member countries of the EEC and the bther-Communities and Iike the other we have
found this. extremely helpful, extremely useful, and we are now rerurning to London
to start tying together the lessons from all the discussions rhat we have had. [...]"
Mr 'Wilson told a questioner that it would be premature to say whether he considered
essential British ani Commonwealth inierests^could be safeguarded anC whether an
application for EEC membership by Brirain was likely to ble welcome.
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!V. !nternal activities
ESTABLISHMENT OF THE COMMON.MARKET
Customs matters
Tatiff quotas
i. On 3 February 1967 (r) the Commission, acting under Protocol IX to List G,
granted Germany for 1967 a ta.iff. quota of 130 tons at a duty of 1.257o for impons
from non-member countries of yarn spun entirely from silk waste other than noil,
not put up for retail sale, CCT heading ex 50.0).
On 7, 10 and 2L February L967 respectively the Commission, acting qnder
Article 25(3 and 4) of the Treary took the following three decisions:
i) To increase from 1 500 to 2 200 tons the tariff quota at a dury of 8.27o granted
to Germany for the period 1 April 1966 to-3i March 1967 for salted coalfish (pollack)
for canning, CCT heading ex 03.02 A I c2 (r).
ii) To increase from 215 to 365 tons the tariff quota at a duty of. 67o granted to
the Belgo-Luxembourg Economic Union for the period 1 April L966 to 1l March 1967
for crabs of the "King", "Hanasaki" and "Kegani" species and shrimps of the
"Pandalus platiceros japonicus" species, CCT heading 16.05, simply boiled in water
and creaned or shelled, wether or not frozen, for canning (2).
iii) To increase from 55 rc 63.5 tons the tariff quota at a duty of l/o granted to
Germay for the second half of 1966 for yarn entirely spun from silk waste other than
noil, nor put up for retail sale, CCT heading ex 50.05, for the manufacture of sewing
thread entirely of this material (s).
2. On i7 February 1967 the Commission laid before the Council a proposal for a
directive in pursuance of the Council decisions of ll May 1966. The object of this
directive is to liberalize the movement of the agricultural'products listed in Annex II
to the Treaty other than those covered by the regulations instituting common organiza-
tions of agricultural markets already in force or expected to come into force shortly
(e.g. sugar).
The scope of this directive is limited to lowering the remaining intra-Community
customs duties on the products concerned on 1 July 1967. Duties would be cut by
between 10 and l5/o depending on the product, and this would bring the reduction
in the original duty on each product up ro 75Vo.
Reduction
products
(t) See official gazette No. 26, 13 February 1967.(2) Ibid. No. 10, 22 February 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 46, 74 March 1967.
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This proposed directive will be followed before 1 July 1967 by a second one relatingto the elimination of duties between the Member Staies with in eye to the final datE
of 1 July 1968.
4s is known, the Council- deci4-es by qualified majority vore on a proposal of theCommission in the case of tariff reductions to be effecied during ttri final stage of
the transition period.
COMPETITION
Application of the rules of competition: cartels and dominant positions
Application of Articles 85 and 86 ro individual cases
3. 
-Early.in February 7967 the Commission communicated to a firm the complaints
made against an exporr prohibition in its rerms of sale.
The firm in question has the exclusive dealership in one of the Member States for
the.phar-maceutical, plant-health and veterinary products of its parent company, which
itself sells them in-the other Member States -either directly'or through agents, in
particular exclusive agents who are nor subjec ro any expori prohibition.
On the other hand the terms of sale of the firm which has the exclusive dealership
on the home market of the parent company lay down inter alia that the products
supplied may not be exported except for personal use and thar buyers may only
deiiver to oihers foi resaje if they impose th. sam. export prohibition. Failure tir
respect this clause may lead to sroppafe of supplies 
"nd legai acrion.In its 
.complaints the Commission states that reference by the producers to the legalprovisions applicable to their branch of trade, which thiy are-obviously required"to
observe, does not authorize them to follow up those provisions by rulei of a private
natute whose effects are more far-reaching and whiih fall undei the provisibns of
the Rome Trcaty on cartels. Moreover, as regards the products involved in rhe
'particular case the na-tional regulations hardly differ from- one counrry to anorher,
so 
.that a product conforming with requirements in one Member State will generally
satisfy those applicable in the others.
Taxation
Harmonization of turnover tax
4. At its session of 9 February 1967, the Council adopted the two directives (r)
proposed by the Commission on the harmonization of iurnover t,rx sysrems in the
six Member States.
The first directive provides that the multi-stage turnover tax systems at present in
force in Belgium, G'.r*rny, Italy, Luxembourg"and the Netherlinds will b'e replaced
by a value-added system and that the TVA system already existing in FrancE willbl 4igned on the common sysrem. It also 6ys down thL main irinciples of thelatter. The second directive is concerned with the details of the common system.
(r) See official gazette No. 71, L4 April 1967.
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The introduction of the value-added tax system in all the Member States now decided
by the Council is of great economic significance. In the firsr place, unlike the multi-
stage turnover tax it ensures the neutrality of the tax as regards competition between
large integrated concerns and the generaliy small and medium-size firms in the
Common Market which are not integrared. Secondly, specialization of production
by firms is no longer artificially hindered, and this is of special importance for ancillary
industries and those supplying services. Thirdly, it will now be possible in international
trade to equalize with precision the burden of turnover taxes. The present multi-stage
systems only allow of a rough and ready equalization which leaves much room for
distortion of competition between firms in different Member States and allows of
manipulations in favour of certain branches of industry. As customs union nears
completion these distortions become increasingly important from the economic stand-
poinr. Lastly, the common system has the practical advantage that in international
trade businessmen will have to cope with only one turnover tax system instead of
the six which exist at present.
The introduction of rhe common TVA system is a decisive step towards the establish-
ment of a single internal market. It creates the necessary precondition for a common
market without internal tax frontiers, i.e. without tax remission on exports, taxation
on imports, and, consequently, without the accompanying formalities at frontiers.
This objective cannot be reached until the rate of TVA has been equalized in all the
Member States, which will be the subject of a later directive.
In essence the first directive embodies the following principles:
a) The. common TVA system will come into force by 1 January l97O at the latest.
The necessary municipal legislation must be promulgated eariy enough for this time-
limit to be observed;
b) Before the end of 1968 the Commission will submit to rhe Council proposals
Iaying down how and within what time the harmonization of turnover taxe should
attain its main objective, which is the total abolition of countervailing charges at the
frontiers between Member States. The Council will take a decision on these proposals
before 1 January l9l0 if. possible.
The second directive lays down the implementing details of the common TVA system
which each Member State must introduce into its tax legislation. The following
points may be noted:
i) Value-added tax is a general consumer tax which is charged in principle at all
stages of production and distribution in such a way that only the increment in the value
of the product at the stage considered, i.e. the value added at this stage, is taxed.
The amount of tax is calculated on the total turnover, the tax paid on the products
bought at the preceding stage being deducted. The difference then goes to the revenue
authorities;
ii) The value-added tax is charged on supplies of goods and services in the countries
in question and also on goods imported;
iii) The tax applies in principle to all supplies of goods down to the retail stage.
However, for a period extending at latest until tax frontiers are abolished, the Member
States are free to apply the system down to the wholesale stage only.
As regards the supply of services taxation is only compulsory if the services have an
appreciable direct or indirect influence on the prices of goods. The services subject
to the tax are given in a list, which mentions in particular the transfer of patents
and trade marks and the transport and stocking of goods. It does not mention banking
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operations. The tax regulations concerning the large group of services which do not
figure on the list (for example doctors, hairdresserl and.others who generally supply
services only to private individuals) are left to the Member State.
The place where the supply of a service is taxed is the place where rhe service rendered
is used or exploited. However, on a proposal from the Commission, the Council may
agree to special arrangements waiving this principle.
Tax paid at_earlier stages on supplies or services to persons subjecr ro rhe rax or on
imports is deductible. from the tax chargeable. on rhe 
,turnover of the .taxpayer.. . Inpflncrple such deductton can De macte lmmedlately and rn respect ot all
the earlier stages. However, in order to mitigate the difficulries of the
ri i l  i b d i i i f ll tix-paid at
 changeover
ro 
-the new system, Member States may for a certain transitional period apply thedeductions in-respect of capital goods by annual fTctions (deducrio'ns pro ratd ten-racti  rio  ia m
forit) or exclude capital goods from the system of deductions in whole or in Darr.
Furthermore, Member States are entitled to exclude deductions for capital goods in
whole or in part for reasons connected with business trends and afrer consulting the
Community.
Although Member States are entitled until such time as tax frontiers are abolished
to lay down rates of tax and tax 
_exemptions autonomously, the directive conrains
certain restrictions in this matter. In the event of exemption ir is strictly forbidden
to permit deduction gf the tax paid at earlier stages. A compulsory minimum is
fixed for the rates reduced. It is however possible until such iime as tax frontiers
have been abolished to waive these two rules in favour of final consumers and for
specific social reasons. But the total effect of such exceprions may not be greater
tiran the aggregate effect of the facilities previously grantid in the'contexr of"social
policy.
The directive lays down a special procedure should a Member State tLink'fit in certain
exceptional cases to take special measures to simplify the collection of rhe rax or to
prevent fraud.
In dealing with small firms for which the normal TVA system would meet wirh
difficulties, every Member State is free to apply the special system best suited ro
national requirements and possibilities.
The Commission is instructed to submit proposals to the Council as soon as possible
on common procedures for applying the tax to operations concerning agricultural
products.
Tax harmonization
5. On 8 February 1967 the Commission transmitted to the Council a general pro-
gramme for the harmonization of taxes up to and after 1 July 1968, the dare at which
customs duties will have been abolished and the common agricultural market will
have been fully established.
As regards indirect taxes the Commission memorandum mentions between now and
1 July 1968 the removal of discrimination in excise duties on wines and spirits, sugar,
cocoa and yarns and the harmonization of various excise duties (manufactured tobacco,
beer, sugar, wines and spirits). This harmonization is to take place in liaison with
the proposals shortly to be worked out in connection with agricultural policy and the
modification of monopolies. Harmonization will also have to coyer excise duties on
petroleum products.
pori)  l i i p
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As far as possible proposals will be submitted for the harmonization of rhe srructures
and later the rates of annual road tax on motor vehicles. Finally, a transitional solution
will have to be found to harmonize the rules on the territoriai application of indirect
caxes on insurance conttacts.
After 1 July 1968 a fourth directive will have to be submitted concerning the Com-
munity value-added tax and the new proposals in the field of excise duties and
indirect taxes on capital movements.
The programme concerning direct taxes first mentions, among the studies to be
completed before 1 Joly 1968, taxes on capital movements. The aim is the complete
removal of international double taxation of dividends and interesr and, in general,
the removal of all the causes 
- 
distortions or discriminations 
- 
likely to cause
abnormal capital movements, to keep capital markets segregated from each other and
to curb the expansion of savings. \fith this in view ir is important a) to work out a
harmonized system for the retention at source of taxe on interesr on negoriable bonds
and on dividends which would provide in particular for the amount retained to be
set against the beneciary's taxes, b) to rcorganize tax credit, c) to find a single method
for lightening the total fiscal burden, d) to harmonize the fiscal consequences of the
operations of investment companies and e) to harmonize the tax arrangemenrs appli-
cable to holding companies.
The programme also includes provisions to facilitate the reorganization and merger
of firms (acceptable tax system for mergers and contribution of assers berween
companies in different Member States) and incentives to investment (prior consultation
on all fiscal measures concerning the basis of assessment of the profits of representative
firms anC alignment of the components of profits tax assessment).
After 1 July i968 the approximation should concentrate on schedular taxes, rhe merhod
of computing the taxable profit of businesses, rates of company taxes, co-ordination
and methoCs of control and collection.
International tax questions
6. The \U7orking Parry on international tax questions held irc 20th meeting in
Brussels from 29 January to 2 February 1967.





System for income from propemy.
Article 7 
- 
Taxation of business profits.
Article 8 
- 
Special provisions applicable to maritime, inland waterway atd ai traffic.
Article 9 
- 
Transfers of profits between associated companies.
Article 10 
- 
Taxation of dividends at source.
Since there was a consensus on the essential points, it will be possible to maintain
the broad lines of the OECD model convention.
(') See Bulletin No. 1-67, Ch. IV, sec. 7.
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However it has become apparent that the lack of harmonization of the rules in the
Member States for determining profit.causes difficulties as regards the part which
can be apportioned to a particulai establishment or plant (Aft. 7).
The same applies to the fixing of a uniform maximum rate for rerenrion ar source
on the dividends-(Art. 
-10). ln this case too harmonization of direcr rax sysrems
would help towards a solution.
Taxes on insurance contracts
7. The IforkingParty on indirect taxes on insurance contracts mer in Brussels onlL January 7967.
The.main PurPose of the meeting was to determine whether it was desirable and
feasible to bring insurance operations inro the scope of Communiry TVA. It emerqedfrom the discussions that rnost. delegations thought thar 
.for technical .and budgefiryreasons TVA would hardly lend itself to the taxition of insurance servrces.
It was agreed that the studies on the harmonization of structures and on the rates




imports and refunds on
8: The ru7orking Party on problems in the application of Articles 95-97 of the
Treaty to turnover raxes met in Brussels on 16 Fe6ruary T967.
The. purpose of this m-eeting wns to examine the changes in countervailing charges
on im_ports and- refunds ott. exports contemplated by i'tre Netherlands Go"vernmEntfor 1 March 1967.
These measures were examin-ed by virtue both of the prior consultation procedure
laid down by the decision of the -member Governmenrs'' Representarives nieetins in
the.Council on 21-June 1960 (standstill) and of the prior cbnsultation provided"for
in Article 102 of the Rome Treaty.
Meanwhile the commission has informed the Netherlands Government its views.
9: The meeting continued the technical examination of the changes in countervailing
charges made in the meantime by the Federal Republic of Gerriany. After certaiil
further information had been supplied at the req-uest of the othei delegations this
examination was considered to be ioncluded.
At the request of the Netherlands/delegation- a discussion began on the taxing of
processed products reimported in the cofrse of processing traffi-c.
The German delegation described the background to the change introduced in Germany
a few months previously and explained the legal reasons for-it. (1)
(') O-n l-March 1967 the Commission decided to hold the consultations with the Member Statesprovided for in Article 101(1) of the Treaty.
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Approximation of legislation: proceedings of the European Parliament
10. At its session of 30 January to 3 February 1967 the European Parliament passed
three resolutions endorsing Commission proposals for Council directives concerning
certain technical specifications of motor vehicles, wheeled farm tractors and the
elimination of radio interference caused by motor vehicles (t).
FREE MOVEMENT OF PERSONS
Freedom of establishment in direct insurance
11. On 2 February 1967 the Commission forwarded to the Council a proposed
directive for the elimination of restrictions on freedom of establishment in the field
of direct insurance other than life assurance
This proposal supplements a draft directive co-ordinating rules and regulations on
access ro and pursuir of the insurance profession which was laid before the Council
by the Commiision in June 1966 (').
The present proposal lists those rules or regulations in Member States which discrimi-
nate againsr nationals of other Member States and are consequently to be withdrawn.
It speclfies thar the friendly societies referred to in Article 3 of the original directive
will benefit from the removal of restrictions only after the expiry of the transition
period, since they are exempted from the co-ordination measures.
'lfhen the proposed directive has been adopted by the Council, the Member States
will enact ihe measures required to comply with it within 12 months from the
notification of the original co-ordinating directive and will implement them from
rhe same date as they implement the laws and regulations adopted pursuant to that
directive.
Free movement of workers
12. The Consultative Committee set up under Regulation No. 38/64 on the free
movement of workers within the Community met on 24 February 1967 in Brussels
with M. Levi Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission with special responsibility
for social af.f.airs, in the chair.
The Committee examined a preliminary draft regulation on measures to achieve thE
objectives of the Treaty as regards free movement of workers. After a full discussion
the Committe found that the draft faithfully reflected the principles set out in its
formal opinion of 16 January 1967 on the measures required in this field.
The Consultative Committee also took note of the chief amendments which the
Commission is proposing to make to Directive 64/240 on the movement and residence
of workers and their families (3).
IE-or".,, f-m this resolution are given in the Annex to the present Bulletin.(2) See Bulletin No. 8-66, Ch. II, sec. 15 and official gazette No. 175, 3 October 1966.(3) See ollicial gazene No. 62, L7 April 1964.
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ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAT POLICY
Adoption of the first medium-term economic programme
1.3. lon 8 February 1967 the EEC Council of Ministers and the Representatives ofthe Governments of the Member 
.st4-e9_adopted a medium-term econoiric programmefor the Community for the period 1966/76.
In conformity with the council decision of i5 April 1964 (r), which defined a
framework for studies on medium-term economic po-licy, rhis iniiial programme was
based on the drafr submirted by the Commission.- r6ii in rurn *a^s bZsed on the
preliminary.draft prepared by the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee. It sets
out the guidelines for the economic policies which the Member States and the
Community institutions propose to follow during the period indicated.
This. first programme contains first a foreword, and then an introduction setting out
the basic proble.ms in the economic. development of the community during the frriodin question. This is followed by six chapiers.
After dealing with the broad aims of medium-term economic policy and the general
outlook for economic grgyqtr in- rhe community during the cbming year"s, the
programme sets out the guidelines.for rhe,various fields of economic poliiy.- Employ-
ment and vocational training policy, public finance and regional p6licy-are triat6d
in greater detail.
The Programme_ highlights the. precarious nature of the economic balance likely toprevail in the Community during the next few years. Ir srresses the need to iceep
prices sufficiently stable if there is to be regular ahd rapid growrh in the Communitf.
On this point it draws the attention of the authoritiei to the need to moderate the
increase_of private consumption and to keep public expenditure within certain limits.
Balanc-ed growth can. be en}'red by a rapid and conlinous development of supply.
Such development calls for a body of measures that will increase the -factors of pr5d:ui-
tion anC promote their optimum distribution so that the greatest possible imprdvement
in prod,'ctivity is achieved, A-mong such measures, those aiming at vocationil training
better adapted to the needs of the economy and a better balanie in regional developl
ment will make a particularly imponant contribution to the economic growth of the
Community as a whole.
In the terms of the Council decision of 15 April 1964, referued to in the decision
taken today, the Council and the Governmenrs of the Member States in adopting the
Programme exPress their intention of acting in conformity with the guidelines
contained in it.
The Council has instructed the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee to carry
out an annual review of the programme for the purpose of making any necessary
adjustments. The Committee will have to follo* up the medium-term economit
polici_gs of the Member States and examine their- compatibility with the programme.
It will also have to study economic trends in order to seek why actual dCvelopmenrs
have diverged from the forecasts. It may render opinions, ar the request bf the
Council or Commission ot on its own initiative, in order to advise rhe eommunity's
institutions and those of the Member States on the application of the economic policy
contemplated.
(t) See official gazette No. 64, 22 Apil 1964.
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The Committee has already made the necessary procedural arrangements to enable it
to undertake these tasks.
The Committee also proposes, when the next draft programme is drawn up, to go
more deeply into the guidelioes for areas of policy which have not yet been examined
sufficiently. The Committee has therefore given a high prioriry in its current work
to policy on scientific and technological research, on the structure of industrial and
agricultural sectors and on the structural adjustment of enterptises, and to incomes
policy and capital market policy.
As the customs union moves towards completion and economic integration develops,
it will be possible to comp,ue and co-ordinate the objectives and instruments of the
Member States' economic policy on a permanent basis. The first medium-term
economic programme is an important step on the way to true economic union.
Third directive in pursuance of Article 67 of the Treaty: amended proposal
L4. In order gredually to extend the liberalization of capital movements in the
C-ommuniry the-Commission on 8 February 1967 laid beforelhe Council an amended
proposal for d third directive under Artide 67 of the Trcary.
This amended proposal introduces new measures to relax exchange controls, but is
otherwise the same as the original proposal which provided for the elimination between
the Member States of legal or administrative obstacles to the issue of foreign securities
on the domestic capital markets, to the introduction of foreign securities on domestic
stock exchanges and to the acquisition of foreign securities by financial iostitutions..
These measures, which are intended to ensure a certain reciprociry in the Member
States' undertakings with regard to exchange controls, provide that up to a specified
ceiling the countries still imposing exchange restrictions shall authorize the issue on
their capital markets of the securities of other member countries, and again up to
the ceiling specified shall liberalize all medium- and long-term loans and financial
credit not exceeding a certain zrmount.
Short-term Economic Policy Committee
15. The Committee met on L6 and 17 February 1967 to examine the economic
budgets of the Member States and to review the business situation in the Community.
Its ionclusions were embodied in an opinion sent to the Commission.
Group of experts on consumer surveys
16. The Group met in Brussels on 20 and 2l February 1967. It finally adopted
the draft of the joinr questionnaire and decided on the other main features of the
inquiry to be conducted three times yeady on the basis of a multi-stage random
household sample.
Study Group on medium-term economic forecasti
17. The Study Group met on 7 February 1967 with M. P. de Volff in the chair.
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An.exchange,of views.was held on the drawing up of value projections and on the
analysls ot volume ProJectlons.
A sub-group was set up to make a more detailed analysis of the trend by sectors in
the past.
The Group also discussed its future programme of work anC established a time-table.
Medium'term Economic Policy Committee
i8. At its meeting on 30 January 7967 the \Torking Party on scientific and techno-
logical research policy discussed the draft of its report to the Medium-rerm Economic
Policy Committee. In particular it laid down the main lines of Chapter I which will
deai with taxation, competition and patents.
The Working Party on incomes policy met on 2 and 27 February 1967, when it
continued the examination of its draft report to the Medium-rerm Economic Policy
Committee on the lines of action so far followed in the member countries as resards
incomes (wage and non-wage), and also of the draft of its proposals on the forms
which an incomes policy in the Community may take.
COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY
Council sessions of 8-9 and 20-21 February
19. In February 1967 the Council held two sessions on agriculture. A summary of
the proceedings is given on later pages and the details below.
The session of 8-9 February 1967 was mainly concerned with problems of the common
market organizarion for sugar h 1967 /68 'and certain probLms connected with the
proposed regulation on transitional measures for common cereal prices.
At its session of 20-2L February 1967 the Council gave its assent in principle to the
transitional measures for the single market in cereals, pigmeat, eggs and poultry. The
aim of these measures is to avoid any disturbances to trade fibws, the production
cycles of raw material users or supply to consumers on the transition to common
price levels after 1 luly L967.
Processed cereal products (with the exception of flour, which will be dealt with later
on the basis of a Commission proposal) will be subject, until July 1967, in inrra-
Communiry trade to a levy equal to l00Vo of the variable componenr of the levy
applicable on 30 June 1967.
As to cereal conversion products, the Council has provided for a transition period of
one month for eggs, six w'eeks for poultrymear and ihree monrhs for pigmeat. A levy
corresponding to 100 7o of the variable component of the levy applicable oir
30 June 1967 will be imposed.
The Council cootinued its examination of outstanding questions relating to a proposed
regulation to amend Regulation No. 26 applying cCrtain rules of compeiition to
production of and trade in agricultural proCuce (agricultural aids). The Special
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Committee for agriculture was instructed in particular to resume study of the classifica-
tion of certain categories of aids on the basis of the practical suggestions which the
Commission intends to present shortly.
The Council also discussed the regulation on measures for the common market organiza-
tion in the sugar sector for the 1967/68 marketing year and on the co-ordination and
unification of fruit and vegetables import systems.
Finally, several regulations were adopted in the Community languages (see Chapter VII
"The Council").
Common organization of agricultural rnarkets
Cereals and rice
20. On 6 February 1967 rhe Commission adopted a regulation determining the total
annual consumption of rice by industry to meet the requirements of home markets. (r)
This regulation constitutes the implementing measures for Article 1(2) of .Council
Regulation No. ll5/66/CEE of 25 October 1966 concerning the financing of inter-
vention on home markets for rice. Article 1(2) requires the Commission to determine
this amount in order that each year, when expendirure eligible for aid from the
European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee Fund is calculated, one twelfth of
the said amount may be deducted from the quantities of home-grown paddy in stock
on the last day of the marketing year in each producing State. The present regulation
will enable Member States td lodge their applications for reimbursement in respect
of market intervention in the ricJsector for-the 1964/65 marketing year, the -first
in which the levy system was applied.
Finally, on 28 February 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation concerning the
fixing of the levy in advance anC refunds for certain products in the cereals sector (2).
Beef and veal
21. At its session of 20-21 February 1967 the Council adopted a regulation on
certain measures concerning imports from non-member countries of frozen beef and
of cows on the hoof for the food industry. (3) By this regulation the Council allocated
among the Member States the tariff quota of 22 000 tons of frozen meat, at 20Vo
duty bound in GATT, and authorized the Member States to suspend until 30 June 7967
in trade with non-member countries:
a) The Ievy on frozen meat for processing in bond;
b) Half the levy applicable to imports of live cows for processing in bond.
The Council also temporarily reduced to L57o the customs duty applicable in Iraly
to certain frozen meats for processing in bond.
On 14 February 1967 the Commission took a decision fixing the maximum refund
on exports of live cattle to non-member countries (a).
(r) See official gazette No. 23, 8 February 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 37, 1 tr{arch 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 33, 24 February 1967.({) Ibid. No. 30, 22 Eebruaty 1967.
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Finally, on 28 February 1967, the Commission adopted a regulation amending Regula-
tion No. 207/66/CEE providing for new arrangements to avoid deflection of intra-
Community trade in frozen beef (').
Sugar
22. At its sessior of 20-2L February 1967 the Council adopted the regulation on
measures for a common market organization in the sugar sector for the 1967 /68'
marketing year ('). This regulation follows on the same lines as were adopted by
the Council for the period beginning on 1 July 1968.







1 700 000 tons
2 300 000 tons
1 230 000 tons
575 000 tons
530 000 tons.
The regulation also envisages the possibility for Member States to carry over a
maximum quantity of white sugar to the following marketin! year. Finally, it
provides for possible refunds on the production of sugar used in manufacturing certain
products, particularly in the chemical industry. The list of these products and the
implementing details will be adopted at a later date.
Eggr and poultry
21. On 6 February 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation amending certain
levies on slaughtered guinea fowl laid down in Regulation No. 202/66/CEE. (3). As a
mistake had been made in this regulation as regards the calculation of the levies
applicable to imports into Belgium and Luxembourg of slaughtered guinea fowl from
non-member countries, the Commission issued a corrigendum replacing the amounts
of 12.48 Bfrs per kg and.l2.48 Lfs. per kg by the amounts of 12.35 Bfrs. per kg
and 12.15 Lfrs. per kg.
On 1 February 1967 the Commission took a decision authorizing France to introduce
certain measures for the benefit of private stocking of poultrymeat. (n)
Authorization was given to finance the private stocking of slaughtered chickens up
to maximum of 5 000 tons by advances repayable in not more than three years.
Assistance is granted for a period of 5 to 20 weeks. It is limited to the real costs
borne by thoie holding stocks and may not exceed 0.021 FF per kg a week for
warehousing costs, etc. and 0.15 FF per kg a week for costs of freezing, etc.
Only establishments which give an undertaking to sell the chickens in stages up to
30 June of this year at the latest are eligible for this assistance.
(1) See official gazette No. 37, I March 1967.(2) Ibid. No. 40, 3 March 1967 and Bulletin No. 2-67, Ch. I.(3) Ibid. No. 21, 8 February 1967.(1) Ibid. No. 26, 15 February 1967.
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The Commission based its decision on Article 226 of the Treary (general safeguard
claus_e) and the consideration that this measure is likely to help th. iictor in que"stion
to adapt to the economy of the Common Market.
Finally on 23 February l)67, the Commission adopted three regulations: (r)
i) A regulation reducing the supplementary amounr on poultry eggs in shell. Follow-
ing a slight rise in offer prices fiom non-member countries, ii was decided to reduce
the supplementary amount applicable to these imports from all non-member counrries
except Fiflland,- Poland and south Africa. This-reduction brings the supplementary
amount down from 0.15 u.a. per kg to 0.1 u.a. per kg.
!D A regulation amending the supplementary amount for liquid or frozen egg yolk.This is an-amendmenr toR-egulatioi'tto. 228|66/CEE which iirovided for theipplica-tion,-in conformiry with Regulation No. 154/66/CEE, of two supplemenrary amounts,
the first of rrhich 
- 
0.150 u.a. per kg 
- 
was applicable to lmporrs of liquid or
frozen egg yolks from Great Britain an{ Czechoslovakia, and the se'cond of 0.4b0 u.a.
Pei kg to those from other non-member countries. This change rneans thar with
effect from 26 February 
.L967 a single supplementary amounr of O.5OO u.a. per kgfor imports from all member countries will-apply.
iii) A regulation reducing the supplementary amoqnt on slaughtered guinea fowl.The supplementary amount applicable to imports from non-member countries was
reduced when it was noted thal there had been no import by Member States after
the adoption of Regulation No. 208/66/CEE of 14 December 1966. This reduction
is 0.125 u.a. per kg, the previous supplementary amount having been 0.275 u.a. per kg.
Fruit and vegetables
24. Oa 16 February 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation concerning com-
munication to the Commission of the main featuies of the withdrawal price-system
applied by fruit and vegetable growers' organizations. (2) This regulation contains
certain special arrangemenrs to make the data rbported by the- Member States
comparable.
At its session of 20 and 21 February 7967 the Council considered a first report by
the Special Committee for Agriculture on the progress of work on rhe draft reluhtioi
concerning the- co-ordination and the harmonizition of fruit and vegetable-import
systems applied by each Member State in respect of non-member counrries. Ajter
an exchange of views principally on the problem of whether or nor the protection
measures curtently in force and those envisaged by the proposal under eximination
were adequate to allow complete liberalization of trade with non-member countries,




-.On 1 February 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation concerning cenain
condilions governing refunds and levies on expo'rrs of oliie oil. (3) This rEgulation
specifies the conditiors for granting a refund- for exports in the form of Jlicence
(t) See official gazette No. 31, 2) February 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 29, 11 February 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 20, 2 February 1967 and, No. 3), 28 Bebruaty 1967.
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for levy-free import of a quantity of olive oil equal to thar exported, and the condi-
tions determining the export levy.
On 14 February 1967, the Commission adopted three regulations, (r) namely:
a) A regulation bn the conditions govgrning the suspension of the import levy on
olive oil for use in certain preserves. In accordance with Arricles I anC 2 of Council
Regulation No.2l7/66/CE-E,.this r.egulation sets out_arrangements for control of the
use in certain preserves of olive oil imported into the Communiry with suspension
of levies and arrangements concerning the circulation of these oils ih the Comhunity.
b) A regulation altering the date of application in Germany of the import and
export licence system in the olive oil sector. The date of the authorization
granted to-Germany to suspend application of the import and export licence system
by way of exception to Article 17 of Council Regulation No. 136/66/CEE was
extended to 30 June 1967. In fact the final date of 28 February previously ser tannor
be met by Germany because of a certain delay occurring in procedure for adjusting
national legislation.
c) A regrrl2sisn concerning certain transitional provisions applicable in the groundnut
anC groundnut oil sector in France. This regulation puts back to 31 December 1967
the date of entry into force in France of the Common market organization for oils
and fats set for i July 1967, f.or groundnuts and groundnut oils only, owing to
agreements concluded between France and cerrain African countries for the present
groundnut 
,crop year.
Finally, on 2, i4 and 27 February 1967, the Commission determined the levies in
the olive oil sector. (2)
Milk and milk products
26. On 15 February 1967 the Commission adopted two regulations giving effect
to the common market organization in the milk and milk products sector for the milk
year 1967/68
The first was Regulation No. 28/67 /CEE (3) extending certain provisions of Regula-
tion No. L92/64/CEE concerning arrangements for intervention ln the butter market,
and fixing the amounts representing depreciation in the value of butter owiog to
storage. Secondly, Regulation No.29/67/CEE (t) on the standard amounts for certain
milk proCucts for the milk year 1967 /68 determines the standard amounts valid for
the year which a,re intended to ensure Community preference in the calculation of levies.
Finally, at its session of 20-21 February 1967, the Council adopted a regulation
amending the annexes to Regulation No. 111/64/CEE, which establishes groups of
products in the milk and milk products sector, as regards products under heading
17.02 A. ({)
On 28 February 1967 the Commission adopted a regulation setting out arrangements
for implementing Regulation No. 215/66/CEE on the system applicable to compound
animal feedingstuffs with a basis of milk powder and other milk products. (5)
(1) See official gazette No. 27, 16 February 1967.('z) Ibid. No. 21, 2 February 1967 atd, No. 26, l5 February 1967.(3) Ibid. No. 27, 16 February 1967.(1) Ibid. No. 33, 24 February 1967.(5) Ibid. No. 39, 2 March 1967.
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Common market organization for plants, cut flowers, bulbs, etc.
27. On 23 February 1967 the Commission submitted to the Council a proposal for
a regulation setting up a common market organization for live plants, cut floweis,
bulbs, etc. Like the first market organization for fruit and vegetables, this proposal
envisages a system of Community standards for- quality and a trading system.
The proposed regulation replaces the old draft which the Commission presented in
January 1966. The latter contained a number of temporary and transitional provisions;
the new draft, submitted at the Council's request, contains provisions of a more
definitive nature. It mentions that the Council may take any necessary measures to
supplement these provisions as experience may dictate.
the essential provisions contained in the proposed regulation are as follows:
Standards
The Council may fix standards for quality, size, and packaging; these may cover grading,
packing, and presentation as well as marking. Together with the basic draft regulation,
the Commission proposes standards:
a) For flower bulbs, which will apply both in the retail trade and in exports to non-
member countries; 
..
b) For cut flowers and fresh foliage, applicable in the production centres and in
trade with non-member countries (classes I, II and coronets).
These standards prevent the export of inferior products to non-member countries;
they offer guarantees for Community consumers while allowing professionals to use
small bulbs is their primary materials. The standardization of market prices by quality
class will also contribute to the transparency of Community markets.
The Member States will arrange for products to which the standards apply to be
checked for conformity with them.
Intra-Community trade system
From 1 JuJy 1967, the following will be forbidden:
1) All quantitative restrictions or measures of equivalent effect;
2) All charges equivalent in effect to customs duties;
3) Recourse to the system of minimum prices (Article 44 of the Treaty).
From 1 July 1968 customs duties will be eliminated. Member States will allow
buyers and sellers to deal with whomsoever they choose, subject to the provisions
governing the internal functioning of co-operatives and similar groups.
System of trade with non-member
In 1967 for the first time the Commission may fix




minimum export prices through
tubers (Common Customs Tariff
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The draft regulation makes provision for setting up a managemenr committee for
live plants, cut flowers, bulbs, etc.
From 1 July 1968, it also requires:
i) Iull application of the Common Customs Tariff and a ban on all charges equivalent
in effect to customs duties;
2) A ban on all quantitative restrictions or measures equivalent in effect.
A saving clause is also proposed: at the request of a Member State, the Commission
must decide within two working days whether to apply it. The Commission may
also apply this clause on its own initiative. Member States may refer the Commission's
decision to the Council within three days.
Community information for purposes of the common agricultural policy
Survey on.the pattern of f arming
28. At its session of 20 and 2l February 1967, the Council adopted a regulation
amending Regulation No. 70/66/CEE in respect of the basic survey in France and
in Italy. (r) The basic survey in those countries will be carried out during the
period beginning 1 November 1967 and ending 1l lanuary L968.
Competition in agriculture
Application of Article 93(3) of the Treaty
29. In pursuance of Article 93(1) of the Treaty, on 6 February 1967 the Commission
informed the Italian Government that it had no comment to make on the agricultural
part of an Italian law concerning the less-favoured areas of northern and central Italy.
Approximation of legislation
PropoSed directive on the control of San Josd scale
30. Coming after the directives prohibiting the introduction of organisms harmful
to plants into the Member States and the campaign against potato-wart scab and
potato-root eelworm, a proposed directive on the campaign against San Jos6 scale
was submitted to the Council on 20 Febroary 1967. This harmful organism is
present in several Member States and is'amongst the most dangerous of its species.
It attacks all ligneous dicotyledons except conifers and is usually lethal.
The proposed directive lays down certain minimum requirements to which Member
States must conform. They can also take additional or more rigorous measures.
One of the minimum requirements is that Member States must demarcate contaminated
areas and institute safety zones around them.
(t) See official gazene No. 33, 24 Eebruary 1967.
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In principle, all contaminated plants in nurseries and all contaminated plants and fruit
found in consignments rnust be destroyed.
'Sflhere plants are contaminated but still in the ground, they must be treated so that
their fruit will be free from San Jos6 scale.
Possession of the organism is forbidden. Certain exceptions may be authorized by
Member States if they are absolutely sure that there is no danger of spreading the
organism in question. This provision applies especially to experiments, tests and
immuniry breeding work; it may also apply to contaminated fruit for immediate
processing (manufacture of fruit juice, jams and preserves).
The content of this directive is to be incorporated in the legislation of the various
Community countries not later than one year from the date on which it is notified
to them.
Progress of harmonization in the field of veterinary and animal husbandry
legislation
11. !7hen the directives of 26 June 1964, which came into force on 30 June 1965,
concerning intra-Community trade in cattle and pigs and in fresh meat became law
in the member countries and were put into effect it became obvious that it was
necessary to adjust some of their provisions in order to take into account nevr
technical and scientific developments and experience gained. On the Commission's
proposal, the Council therefore adopted two directives which will come into force
eight months after their publication. These are:
1) Council directive of 25 October 1p66, amending the Council directive
26 June L964 on health inspection in intra-Communiry trade in catde and pigs.
2) Council directive of 25 October 1966, amending the Council directive
26 June 1964, on health requirements in intra-Community trade in fresh meat.
On the basis of the Commission directives of 13 May 1965 (which came into force
at the same time as the Council directives of 26 June l)64) concerning the procedureto be followed when rendering opinions on official approyal of slaughterhouses and
cutting rooms in intra-Community trade in fresh meat and concerning the procedure
to be followed when rendering opinions on inrra-Communiry tradC in carde and
pigs and in fresh meat, the Commission adopted the proposals of the Member Stares
and published a list of veterinary experts comlrtent to report on matters of intra-
Community trade in cattle and pigs and fresh mear ('); by a decision of 29 J:u/ry 1966it designated the veterinary experts competent to report on slaughterhouses and cutting
rooms (s).
An examination of the national provisions adopted by the Member States in pursuaoce
of the directives which came inio force on 30 June 1965 w*s also rnade.
The proposals submitted to the Council in Decembet 1963 for directives concerning
health requirements for trade in fresh poultry-meat and in meat products, as well as
the draft directive submitted to the Council in September 1965 concerning healrh
requirements and health inspection in the import of catrle and pigs and fresh meat
from non-member countries and a draft Council decision setring up a Veterinary





Committee were discussed at several meetings of the Agricultural and Veterinary
porking_ Party of the Council. These draftsl have nor y.i, ho*.".., been 
"aofr.fby the Council. 
-.
The European *rrr-.n, and the Economic and Social Commirtee were consulted
on these proposals and rendered a favourable opinion.
During the various meetings of the "Veterinary legislation" $7'orking Parry, co-ordina-
tion of me.6utes taken by certain Member Statef on an outbreak of foot-aad-mouth
disease was discussed
Since the free movement of cerrain agricultural products must be ensured by
L July 1967 and since all obstacles to tradE must be ibotistred by 1970, the following
matters were given high priority with a view to Communiry regulations:
1) Salmonellosis,
2) Re-examination of the directive of 26 June 1964 on brucellosis,
1) Leucosis,
4) Biological residues in meat and mear products,
5) Amendment of Article 8 or 9 of the directives of 26 June 1964 as regards
measures which can be taken by certain Member States in respect of another Member
State in the event of an outbreak of epizootic diseases,
6) General health inspection measures,
7) Transportation of cattle, fresh.meat and rneat products,
8) Boned and pre-packed meats,
9) Guts,
10) Milk and milk products.
Orher sectors urgently requiring harmonization in the interest of fr.. movement of
goods will be studied as soon as possible.
Actiug on a memorandum from the Commission, on 14 Juoe 1966 the Council granted
2 1r8 000 u.a. in a supplementary budget for the EEC's contribution to the work
undertaken by the International Office of Epizootics to combat Africpn swine fever
in the Iberian peninsula, as well as 350 000 u.a. as an EEC contribution to the FAO
operations against foot-and-mouth disease in Turkey. The use of these sums was
discussed in a management committee in co-operation with the International Office
of Epizootics and in a triparcite committee in collaboration with the FAO and
that Office.
In the field of animal husbandry legislation, work on regulations concerning thorough-
bred sires and artificial insemination was begun jn collaboration with government'
experts of the Member States. Satisfactory progress has already been made in two
meetings of the Working Party on animal husbandry legislation. Three well-knowo
experts in this field have been commissioned to make studies in preparation for
further harmonization measures.
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COMMON TRANSPORT POTICY
Communication fronr the Commission to the Council on the common transport
policy following the Council resolution of 20 October 1966
32. On 10 February 1967 the Commission transmitted to the CJuncil a memorandum
concerning the common transport $olicy, following the resolution adopted by the
Council ai its session of 19-20 October 1966. (t)
This memorandum, which was published in the supplement to Bulletin No. 1/1967,
is discussed in detail in Chaprer I of the present Bulletin.
Application of consultation procedure
33. In pursuance of the Council decision of 21 March 1p62 establishing a procedure
for prioi examinarion and consultation, on 1 February 1967 the Commission rendered
an opinion on the Italian Bill already mentioned in the last Bulletin, amending certain
road-rraffic regulations, in particular as regards the weights and dimensions of com-
mercial vehicles. Its opinion was favourable, since the Bill aims to align Italian
legislation on this subjett with the proposals which the Commission_ has made. (2)-
T[e Commission indicated however that-a maximum length of individual vehicles of
12 metres was to be recommended, as in its proposals.
34. On 21 February L967 the Commission also sent a recommendation to the French
Governmenr on a draft decree specifying the arrangements applicable to international
road passenger transport. In this recommeniation, the Commission informed the
French Governmenr that it had cerrain objections of substance and procedure to the
draft decree.
Harmonization of certain social provisions in the field of road transport
35. A first meeting with government experts for the establishment of Community
rules on the installation of a mechanical monitoring device on road vehicles (a
recording tachometer) took place in Brussels on 17 February 1967.
Such rules were provided for in Article 16 of the proposed Council regulation on
the harmonization of certain social provisions in the road transport sector. (3) The
main subject of this discussion was the information to be supplied by the mechanical
device, namely: speed, distances, running and stopping time of vehicles (differentiating
in the latter case between the crew's working time and resting time), change of
driver when there are two drivers and opening of the device (for inserting and taking
out the recording sheet, breakdowns, etc.). W'ith regard to scope of application,
the experts were agreed that in the interests of road safety and social;progress the
regulation should provide for a much more wider use of the recording tachometer
than is at present the case in a number of Member States.
(r) See Bulletin No. 12-66, Ch. III, sec. 35.(2) See Supplement to Bulletin No. 7-64.(3) See Bulletin 9/10-66, Ch. V., sec.47.
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iProceedings of the European Parliament
36.', During its session of 30 January to 3 February 1967, the European parliament
rendered. its opinion on a Commission proposal to the Council .on..*ing a directivefor the harmonization of arrangementirelarding the duty-free enrry of"fuel in the
tanks of commercial vehicles. (r)
In this_ opinion 
_the Parliament suggests certain amendments to rhe Commission
PtoP9.s4. One of these was that the-quantity of fuel specified by each Member State
should be the same for all Communiry vehicies, whereier registeied, and another was
that the criteria for assessment of the-tax and the rates of t[e tax on vehicles should
be harmonized wirh effect respectively from 1 January 1968 and I January 1969.
Proceedings of the Economic and Social Commitree
37. At its session of 22 and 23 February L967, the Economic and Social Committee
rendeered two formal opinions concerning rransport. As to the proposed Council
regulqtign concerning the abolition of diicriminition in transporr -ratis and condi-
tions, (') the Committee did not consider that the cases of diicrimination envisaged
by this proposal called for a special regulation.
The Committee proposed to wait until a regulation had been introduced on rare
systems (including compulsory brackets and reference brackets) before placing on a
legal basis the prevention of discrimination, which was done directly amo"ng the
Member states by concerted acrion. lilfhen this regulation was adopied, the-basic
eljments-of the present draft regulation_ could quite s-imply be inserted in Regulation
No. 11160 with due regard to cirtain situationi mentioned in rhe opinion.
The Committee also raised the question of penalries. \whereas under the rerms of
Regulation No. 11 penalties differ from country ro counrry, the Committee recom-
mended that they should in furure be determined on uniform principles.
38. The second opinion concetned the proposed Council regulation on the harmoniza-
tion of certain social provisions in road-transporr. (3)
In principle the commitree endorsed the commission's proposal. However it proposed
certain amendments making the regulation more restrictive in some respects-ani less
so in others.
On general matters, the Committee regretted that the Commission had not stipulated
d-maximum age for drivers (Article 5). The Committee also considered ihat in
principle the minimum age for drivers- should be 21, with exceptions in certain
c.ircumstances, such as_ rhe. complerion of full vocational training. -The wording of
Article 5 should therefore be amended accordingly.
The.Committee urged that checks to see that_ the regulation was being observed
should be based on standard criteria applicable both to-resident and to n-on-resident
carriers.
Finallly, the Committee considered that working conditions in the various modes of
transport should be co-ordinated as soon as possible and wirh due regard for the
features peculiar to each.
(r) See Bulletin 9-10/66, Ch. V., sec. 48.(2) See Bulletin 12-6r, Ch. III, sec. 34.(3) See Bulletin 9-L0/66, Ch. V., sec. 47.
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On specific points the Com-ittee suggested the following amendments:
Article 5: 18 years of. age instead of 16 for the minirnum age of driver's mate.
Article 7: 450 km instead of 300 for two drivers to be required in the cases indicated
by the Commission.
Article 10: No distinction between goods and passenget traosport in respect of the
length of the driving day (in both cases t hours) ind fiiing of, a maximum of 96 hours
for-the driving timi over two consecutive weeks, instead of 90 for goods transport
and 80 for passenger ttansport.
Article 11: Arrangements less favourable to drivers in respect of exceptiors to the
general standard pioviding for ar least 11 consecutive hours of rest, passenger transpott
nevertheless having an advantage over goods transPort.
In addition the Committee proposed to add a new article stipulating that the Com'
mission should submit to tlie eouncil three years after the 6ntry iito force of the
regulation a report on its working and experience gained.
SOCIAL POLICY
Protection of young workers
39. On 2 February 1967 the Commission addressed a recommendation to the Member
States on the protection of young workers. (r) The recommendation, which is one
of various measures to improve living and working conditions and align them in an
upward direction, is the outcome of studies begun in 1961.
The recommendation, the first draft of which appeared in 1964, utas prepared by
the C.ommission with the collaboration of goveroment experts and representatives of
workers' and employers' organizations. Before adopting the final text, the Commission
also sougth the opinion of the European Parliament and of the Economic and Social
Commitiee, *1loss 5rrS8estions were for the most part incorporated.
The recommendation has two aims: to generalize the application of certain protective
measures and to provide increased protection for young workers. The main provisions
concern:
i) The minimum working age: the minimum age should be brought up to 15, with
a view to its being raised later in accordance with changes in the school-leaving age.
ii) lTorking hours: these should be limited to eight hours a day and eventudly to
40 hours a week. Annual paid holidays should be extended by law to a minimum
of, 24 days, excluding Sundays and public holidays. No one should have to work for
more than four and a half hours without a break.
iii) Prohibition of work in certain conditions: night work, work on Sundays and
public holidays, and dangerous and unhedthy types of work should be rorbidden.
(r) See official gazette No. 25, 13 February 1967.
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rv) Medical checks and accident prevention: a medical examination on taking up
employment and a medical check at least once a year should be made compul-sorf.
Befo19 
-you-ng people statt their first job, and at- regular intervals thereafter, thiy
should be fully informed of accident risiks and possiblihedth hazards.
v) Release from work for training purposes: young people should be allowed to
follow training.and-upgrading coursls ind- should be lranted leave for these purposes
. without deduction from their annual holidays.
The recommendation closes with provisions urging observance of the rules concerning
the protection of 
.young workers, such as compulsbry writren conrracr and registratioi
of adolescents, with notification of number of woiking hours. The Membir States
should 
. 
report to the EEC Commission every rwo years on developments in the
protection of young workers.
Vocational training
40. The Advisory Committee on vocational training, ,
members was renewed by rhe Council on 20 Decem6er
of the year on 21 February.
At this meeting, rhe,committee expressed a favourable opinion on the draft com-
munity list, p_repared by experts in this field, concerning the levels of training required
for lathe-workers.
After examining the list of building trades for which Community lists are to be
m-ade concerning th9 levels of training- required, the Committee appointed the panel
of experts which will be instructed to ?raw up these lists.
A_working pafty was- set up-to collaborate with a similar working party of the
Advisory lommittee for the free movement of workers in examining-employmenrproblems from the standpoint of medium-term economic policy.
Social security f.or migrant workers: Administrative Committee
41. The Administrative Committee for the social security of migranr workers met
oo 26 and 27 January and began its second reading of the preliminary draft regulation
laying down implementing procedures and supplementing the provisions of the revised
-regulation on workers and members of their family who move from one Community
country to another. This second reading was continued at the Administrative Com-
mittee's session of 21 and 24 February 1967.
Meeting on 14 February 1967, the Administrative Committee's Audit Committee
examined the balances at 31 December 1965 as regards the social security, benefits
paid by insurance offices of one Member State to those in another; it also ionsidered
the difficulties encountered in applying the regulations relating to sclerogenic pneumo-
coniosis.
Proceedings in the European Parliament
42. At its session of 30 January - 3 February L967, the European Parliament held
a full debate on the prospects for European social policy following the session of the
Council of Ministers held on 19 December 1966. Speaking on behalf of rhe Social
the term of office of whose
' 1966, held its first meeting
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Committee, M. Troclet and M. Dittrich, the rapporteurs, welcomed a certain revival
in the acrivities of the Council of Ministers of Social Affairs, but regretted that the
work to which the Council had, at this session, decided to give priority could not be
considered likely to make up the time lost in this field.
All the speakers expressed concern at this delay, they dealt inter a_lia with the following
subiects:-the statuG and activities of the European Social Fund, compressed training
couises, and aid for redundant Italian sulphur-mine workers.
M. Servais, the Belgian Minister of Iabour and President of the Council of Ministers
of Social Affairs, ricalled rhat the Treaty leaves the responsibility for social policy
to'the Member States, while requiring them to co-operate closely in this field.
Replying to remarks addressed to him by several speakers, M. Servais reiected the
aUegitioln of "bilateralism" that had been made against the sollrtion adopted in the
casJ of the Italian sulphur mines, and said that some of the delay was due to the
crisis of 30 June 1965.
M. Levi-Sandri, Vice-President of the Commission and the member with special
responsibiliry for social affairs, spoke of the role and activities of the Commission,
"nd 
.*presred a moderately optimistic view of the prospects for European social policy.
The Parliamenr rhen unanimously adopted a resolution stating firmly its views on
the subject.
It also adopted a resolution on questions of industrial accident prevention in the
Community (').
(l) These resolutions are given in the Annex to this Bulletin.




43. Negotiations are continuing with a view to arriving at partial agreements on
what will be the main points of the final overall agreem?nt. During February, the
Community delegation therefore took part not only in its bilateral negotiations for this
purpose with European countries but also in multilateral negotiations on the key
industrial products. There is, morevoer, a close connection between the progress that
can be made on these key points and the attempt to fix the main elements of the
agreements through the various bilateral negotiations.
In the agricultural sphere, the groups instructed to negotiate general arrangements are
also working in the same direction. Substantial progress has been made by the cereals
group, in which the first signs are beginning to ippEar, if not of mutual agreement, at
least of the lines along which agreement may be found, provided there is on both sides
a willingness to compromise.
Other negotiations in GATT
44. On 9 February t967, the GAfi Council adopted two decisions concluding, agree-
ments for re-negotiations under Article XXVIII(1), of the General Agreement between
the Republic of South Africa and the Community and between Finland and the
Community. By these agreements, alterations in the customs duties previously bound
by South Africa'and Finland in favour of the EEC Member States have been offset by
concessions that are substantially equivalent.
Other proceedings in GATT
45. The Community took part in the d'iscussions of a working party set up by the
- 
GATT Council to examine a request by Poland with a view to that country's acceding
to the General Agreement.
At the first exchange of views on the Polish request, the Community's representative
welcomed Poland's desire to put its relations with the Contracting Parties on a new
footing, and declared that the Communiry would co-operate, in a positive and construc-
tive spirit, in a study of the questions posed by the accession of a country with a
special economic structure. He said, however, that pending the results of the working
parry's deliberations, the Community did not consider the negotiations at present in
progress with Poland in connection with the trade negotiations as being, tui generh.
Ar its first working sessions, on 8 and 27 Febrvry 1967,the working party considered
the legal and economic problems that Poland's accession to GATT would 
-raise, both
for that country and for the Contracting Parties. Special attention was devoted to certain
questions, such as the pattern of trade and price formation in a planned economy, and
ii was decided to confinue discussion of these at a later date.




.$t.colley, the Irish Minisrer for Industry 
-and Commerce, accompanied by seniorofficials. from the 
_Departments for External Affairs and for Industry'and Coirmerci,
p_aid.a visit to the Commission-on 27 February 1967. H.E. Ambassad6r Sean Morrissey,
Head of the Irish Mission to 
-the European Communities, also took part in this meeting,The 
.ministerial delegation from Ireland was received by M. R6y and M. von dEiGroeben, members of the Commission.
The discussions on this occasion concerned general problems connected with European
integration, and-particular problems relatiig to c6mpetition, aid to underdeveliped
areas, freedom of esrablishmEnt, and the comhon commercial policy.
Spain
47. Atits session of 8 and 9 February 1967,the Council took nore of the proceedings
of the C.ommittee of Permanent Representatives concerning the possible contenr of ah
agreemenr with Spain.
The council invited the committee to submit a reporr for its session in March.
The Maghreb countries
48. At its session of 8 ald 9 February 1967, the council took note of the progress
rePort. submimed 
_!y tn. Committee oi Permanent Represenratives together'*ith 
"timetable. The Council proposes to re-examine the pioblem of relat'ions wirh the
Maghreb counrries before Easier.
Nigeria
I I7hen the,Agreement esrablishing an Association between the European EconomicCq*9njly and 
_Nigeria was signed in L_aggs on 16 July 1966, (t) it das agreed that
an EEC-Nigeria Interim'Committee shouldbe set up-to'make preparations, "before the
entry into force of the Agreemenr, for the rapid imiilemenratio; of the latter.
The first meeting, of this Committee, which is composed of represenratives of the
Member states and of the com-mission, on the one hand, and of N^igeria, on ttre ottrer,
took place on 17 February L967. The chair was taken'by the Cha"irman of tt.-Ert
committee of Permanent Reple_sentativgs, H.F. Ambassador'van der Meulen. rtri rarge
Nigerian delegation includeil H.E. Ambassador Dickson c. Igwe and M. M Dr.;l&,
Permanent Secretary at the Ministry of Trade.
Borh sides underlined the importance of expediting ratification by the signatory
states. The most important points of the agenila, on ihich an exchanfe of ,iefis toolplacg_were the draft standing orders of the Association Council, the ailocation amons
the EEC Member States of ihe tariff 
.quotzrs provided for in th! Agr..r.nr, 
";e ;-h:definicion of the concept of "goods orijinatin! rn ...--.
(1) See Bulletin 9-10/66, Ch. III.
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Representation of associafed States
,0. The competent institutions of the European Economic Community took note of
the appointment of H.E. Ambassador Edouard Adjomo as Gabon's new representative
to the EEC.
On 13 February 1967, the President of the Council, M. Van Elslande and, in the absence
of the President of the Commission, its Vice-President, M. Levi-Sandri, each received
H.E. Ambassador Bernardin Mungul-Diaka, who presented his letters of credence as the
new representative of the Congo Republic (Kinshasa) to the EEC.
Missions of non-member countries to the Community
51. On 10 February !967, the President of the Council, M. Van Elslande, and, in the
absence of the President of the Commission, its Vice-President, M. Levi-Sandri, each
received H.E. Ambassador H. L. Tettamanti and H.E. Ambassador Aristy-Pereyra, who
presented their letters of credence as the new Heads of Mission of Argentina and the
Dominican Republic respectively to the EEC.
The competent institutions of the European Economic Community acceded to the
Uganda Government's request to establish diplomatic relations with the EEC and gave
their agreement to the appointment of H.E. Ambassador Alfonso Santa Cruz as the
new Head of the Chilean Mission to the EEC.
RELATIONS WITH INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
Council of Europe
52. 
-Under arrangements for contacts between officials of the Commission and officials
of the Secretariat-General of the Council of Europe, M. Polys Modinos, Secretary-
General of the Council of Europe and a number of his colleagues held talks in Brussels
with officials of the Directorates-General for External Relations and Social Affairs and
of the Joint Information Service.
A-fruitful exchange of views took place on the establishment of a European Youth
Centre and on co-dperation regarding social welfare for migrant workers in the various
European countries.
The United Nations Economic Commission for Africa (ECA)
53. The Community was represented at the VIIIth session of the ECA which was held
in Lagos, Nigeria, from 13 to 24 February 1967.
The session was mainly concerned with the progressive establishment of four regional
groupings for the purlose of economic integraiion: East Africa, $7est Africa, North
Africa and Centfal Africa. By creating common markets in these regions, the ECA
hopes to encourage econornic co-operation, or even integration, in the whole of Africa.
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In addition, the meeting urged the more advanced GATT member counrries to reach
agreement without delay on special measures to facilitate African trade, and to take
effective steps to reverse the tendency towards a tightening of procedurei for granting
financial aid and increase the volume of such aid.
COMMON COMMERCIAT POLICY
consultations on commercial policy in regard to the East bloc countries and
Japan
54. In accordance with the Council decision of 9 October 1961, meetings have been
held under a Commission chairman to discuss the steps taken by Member'States in the
sphere of commercial policy.
9n 29 .Ja.nuary and 1O Iebruary, consultations took place with regard to the Member
States' bilateral negotiations wirh Japan.
On 8 February, a 
_similar meeting was held to discuss the recent trade negotiationsbetween Italy and Yugoslavia.
Commission Decisions under Article 115 of the Treaty
5r. By.Decisions of 14 and 22 February 1967,France was authorized, at its request,
to exclude from Community treatmenr:
i) cut flowers originating in non-member countries and in free circulation in the
other Member States, unril 31 March 1967; (1)
ii) basket-bail and tennis shoes originating in Czechoslovakia and in free circulationin the other Member States, until 31 Decimber 1967. (r)




Vl. The Community and the Associated States
ASSOCIATED AFRICAN STATES AND MADAGASCAR (AASM) AND
ASSOCIATED OVERSEAS COUNTRIES AND TERRITORIES (OCT)
Special provisions applicable to oleaginous products
56. On 8 February 1967, the Commission submitted to the Council an amended
proposal for a regulation laying down special provisions for imports into the Com-
munity of oleaginous products originating in the AASM and OCT.
The Convention of Association between the Community and the associated African
States and Madagascar requires the Community, when drawing up its common agricul-
tural policy, to tike the interests of these StatLs into considerition as re€ards products
similai to and competitive with European products. The Council Decision of
25 February 1964 extends this commitment to the OCT.
In addition, under th. Yaoundd Convention, the AASM must market their oleaginous
products at world prices. Any fall in the latter would have serious consequences
for the economy of some of the associated States.
The Council therefore envisaged special provisions for these products in its resolution
of 11 May 1966 concerning" the^basic-principles for the common o-rganization 
-of' markets in oils and fats. Li this resolution, the Council acknowledged the need for
the special measures applicable to vegetable oils originating in the associated States
to cohe into force on the same date as the regulation establishing the Community's
market organization for oils and fats.
The original proposal for a regulation concerning_ these products, which was submitted
by the eommission to the Council on 2 December 1964, was worked out at a time
when it seemed likely that the common organization of markets in oils and fats would
come into force very soon; it is now clear that, where oleaginous products other than
olive oil are conceined, this will not happen until 1 July 1967. For this reason,
the Commission has submitted to the Council an amended proposal for a regulation,
which takes the new circumstances into account and simplifies the arrangements
for aid previously envisaged. This regulation is also expected to come into force
--on 1 luly 1967.
lWhere trade is concerned, the central feature of these provisions is that the duties
that the Member States apply among themselves will also be applied to oleaginous
products originating in the AASM and OCT.
These provisions will therefore abolish the duties on oils. As the CCT duties on
oilseediand oleaginous fruits are nil, there is nothing that.can be done to facilitate
trade with the C5mmunity by means of taiff adiustments; it therefore seemed neces-
sary for the Communitv to b-e'able to adopt special measutes that would, despite this
situation, avoid disturbinces in trade with-the Community in oilseeds and oleaginous
fruits originating in some of the AASM and OCT.
Furthermore, it appeared necessary that financial aid should_ be granted to the AASM
and OCT when ifre world mark'et price falls below a referenie price, in order to
mitigate the effects that falls in woild prices would have on these countries' exPort
earnrnSs.
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This aid will go to-wards 
-the oleaginous_ products that are mosr imporranr for rhe
economy of the AASM and OCT; ii will be calculated from rhe quantiiies of products
that the community has itself bought at prices lower than the reference priie.
In order to enable rhe AASM and ocT ro esrimare how much they will receive, the
Percentage of 9.!e. difference between the reference price and the w6rld price thai theCommunity will bear will be fixed at the same timi as the reference price.
Similarly, it appeared necessary to set a limit to the financial commitment undertaken
!y the Community by fix-ing a maximum amount for aid in the light of the maximum
foreseeable theoretical risk.
lwhen consultations are held with the AASM in pursuance of Article 11 of the
Convention, these states will be asked to take note of the Community's wish that the
aid given be used for the benefit of rhe producrion sectors concerned.
Arrangements for certification of " product origin " for parcel post
57. on 22 February 7967, the commission submitted ro the council two draft
decisi-ons to be pur before rhe EEC-AASM Association committee, with a view to
introducing special arrangements, within the framework of the Association, for products
originating in the AASM or EEC when sent by post for commercial purposes.
The obiect is to simplify matters for all concerned: consignors, imporrers and customs
officersl
The first of these two drafts contains provisions relating to these special arrangemenrs
and pro_vid-es for the introduction of the "AY 2 formn which wili take the ilace ofthe "AY 1 movement certificate" prescribed by Article 6 of Decision No. i/66 of
the Association Council. The lattei decision will thus be amended.
The second draft adds further chapters to Decision No. 6/66 of the Association
council laying down procedures foi the satisfactory operation of the new sysrem.
The.arrangements sugg€s.red_involve the us.9 of a special form and greatly simplifythe formalities involved in the use of the "AY 1 cirtificate" issued f,y the cwio-t
authorities of the exporting 
-country. The latter certificate will be replaced by a simpledeclaration made out and signed by the exporter withour any speciial intervention'by
the customs authorities ald s.ta1!1g that the goods in the paciagie to senr by post arl
pro-dug1 orig-inating in the AASM or_EEC, is the case niay bel vhen thl trrtoms
authorities of the importing country deem it necessary to obtain further informarion
in order to satisfy themselvCs of the truth or otherwise bf this declaration. the oromsed
decis-ion provides.that the customs authorities in the exporting country'will k Lked
by those in the importing countries to make enquiriei for lhis pu.iose. In these
circumstances, the. new me-asures 
.respect the rules lelating to the preferenrial trading
system instituted by the Yaound6 Convention.
The draft decisions were worked ogt by the Commission in close co-operation wirh
national representatives in the Panel of-Experrs on customs Legislationi
4r ,1. provis.ional arrangemenrs for goods sent by post will expire o n 30 Apil 1967,the Commission has pointed out to the C-ouncil' that it will be necessary io decide
the.Community's position on this matter as soon as possible, in order ihat a final
decision.on the arrangemenrs to be ma-de for goods serit by post can be taken by the
Association Commitree at its session of April 1961 at the'laiest.
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SCHOLARSHIPS, IN-SERVICE TRAINING AND SYMPOSIA
Scholarships
,8. On the Commission's initiative, a meeting of the ambassadors of the 18 associated
African States including Madagascar wash held in Brussels on 15 February 1967 to
consider certain matters connected with the scholarship programme and make plans
for the implementation of the programme for the coming academic year. A setond
meeting took place on 28 February and was devoted to the programme of scholarships
for correspondence courses.
In-service training
59. The second period of in-service training for the 1966/67 academic year started
on 15 February 1967, eight of the students concerned being from the Congo (Kin-
shasa), Upper Volta, Mali, Madagascar and Surinam
Symposia
60. Four symposia have been held in Brussels.with a total of l4J participants, 37 of
whom were nationals of States not associated with the Community.
Two symposia were held in Africa, one at Bobo-Dioulasso (Upper Volta) under the
auspices of the Centre d'6tudes sociales d'Afrique occidentale (CESAO), and the other
at Douala (Cameroon) under the auspices of the Institut panafricain pour le d6velop-
Pemenr (IPD).
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VII. lnstitutions and organs
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
The European Parliament met in plenary session from 30 January to 3 February 1967.
M. Marjolin, Vice-President of the Commission, 
_addressed $e- Parliament on the
economic situation in the Community in 1966 and the outlook for 1967. (')
A debate was held on prospects for European social policy (see Ch. IV, sec. 42).
The Parliament passed several resolutions:
Approximation of legislation
i) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposals for
a directive on the approximation of legislation concerning direction indicators for
motor vehicles,
a directive on the approximation of legislation concerning braking systems for certain
categories of motor vehicles.
ii) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a directive on the standardization of provisions concerning duty-free entry for fuel
contained in the tanks of commercial vehicles (see Ch. IV, sec. 36).
iii) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a directive on the approximation of the legislation of Member States concerning
wheeled farm tractors (maximum speed, seats for persons other than the driver, and
load platforms).
iv) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a directive on the approximation of legislation concerning the suppression of iadio
interference from motor vehicles.
Common agricultural policy
i) Resolution on problems relating to the organization of the rvorld sugar marker
(see Annex to this Bulletin).
ii) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a regulation laying down transitional measures with a view to application o[ the
common cereal prices.
iii) Resolution expressing the opinion of
for a regulation to amend Regulition No.
of the import price and calcularion of the
veal sector.
the European Parliament on the proposal|4/64/CEE with regard to determination
levy for derived products in the beef and




ir) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposals
for directives concerning:
1. measures to combat potato wart,
2. measures to combat potato-root eelworm.
v) Resolution expressing the opinion bf the European Parliament on the proposal
for a regulation to extend the timeJimit laid down by Article 20(1) of Regulition
No. |7/64/CEE in respect of aid from the EAGGF, Guidance Section, for the
year 1965.
vi) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a regulation to amend, in respect of France and Italy, Regulation No.70/66|CEE
on the conduct of a basic survey as part of a programme of surveys on the pattern
of farming.
vii) Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the proposal
for a regulation laying down transitional measures for the common organization of
sugar markets in the 1967/68 marketing year.
Social policy
i) Resolution on prospects for the European social policy following the meeting of
the Council of Ministers on 19 December 1966 (see Ch. IV, sec. 42 and Annex to this
Bulletin).
ii) Resolution on the prevention of industrial accidents in the Community (see Annex
to this Bulletin).
The Community's external relations
i) Resolution on the amended proposal for a regulation
lishment 
- 





import quotas in the
fats between the Com-ii) Resolution on arrangements governing trade in oils and
munity and Greece.
Administrative matters




At its 207th session, which was held on 8 and 9 February
the Belgian Minister for European Affairs, in the chair,
following matters:
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1967 with M. van Elslande,
the Council dealt with the
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IVfedium-term economic programme
The Council and the Governments of Member Stares adopted the Communiry's
medium-term economic programme, which covers rhe period'1966/70 (see Ch. iV,
sec.13).
Approximation of the legislation of Member States concerning turnover taxes
The Council adopted in principle the first and second directives on the approximation
of the legislation of Member States concerning turnover taxes (see Ch. 1V. sec. 4).
Fiscal problems
The Chairman of the Commitree of Permanent Rcpresentatives presented a progress
report of the Committee concerning the listing of fiscal pro5lems which- it-was
proposed to put down for consideration.
The C-ouncil requested the Committe of Permanent Represenratives to continue irs
work on the subject and to submit its final reporr as sooh as possible.
Multilateral trade negotiations in GATT
The Cgrynigsion presented a report on the progress of the mulrilateral trade negoria-
tions in GATT.
External relations
The Council discussed relations wirh Spain and the Maghreb counrries (see Ch. V,
secs. 47 and 48).
208th sessio
The 208th session of the Council, which was devoted to agricultural matters, was
held on 8 and 9 February 7967 wrth M. Heger, the Belgian Minister of Alriculture,
in the chair (see Ch. IV, sec. 1!).
209th sessio
The 209th session of the Council, which was devoted to agriculrural marters, was held
on 20 and 21 February 1967 with M. Heger, the Belgiin Minisrer of Agriculture,
in the chair (see Ch. IV, sec. 19).
The Council adopted the following regulations in the four communiry languages:
i) Concerning imports of frozen beef and live cows from non-member countries for
Pfocesslng;
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ii) 
.Amending the.:{nnexes..to Regulation No. 111/6A/3EE establishing groups ofproducts ,l^!h.. milk and milk products secror, in respecr of products filti"ng under
heading 17.02 A;
iii) Amending Regulation No. 70/66/CEE in respect of the conduct of the basic
survey in France and Italy; \iv) Amending Council Regulation No. 9 concerning the European social Fund.
fhe. .Co-uncjl .also adopted a decision extending the authorizarion provided for inArticle i of the Decision of 19 December lg60ioncerning the Frencir system of aids
for certain types of paper pulp.
COURT OF JUSTICE
Cases pending
9ase 5 / 67 
- 




On 6 February 1967, the_9ourt of Justice received a request for a preliminary rulingf-tonllE 
_Fininzgericht Mi,inchen. 
-This 
concerns rhe interpretatioh and validity oT
the EEC Commission's Regulation No. 144/65/CEE of 18 October 1965 instittitine
a countervailing charge on imports from Bulgaria and Rumania of dessert grapei
grown rn the oPen. (')
Case 6 / 67 
- 
Mme Guerra Teresa Leno (Italy) v. Institur national d'assurance
maladie-invalidit6.
on 30 Ja_nuary and 10 February 1967, the Belgian conseil d'Erat submitted ro'the
Court of Justice a request for a i:reliminary rulirig on rhe interpretation of Article 45
of Council Regulation No. 3 concerning iocial securiry for milranr workers. (,)
Case 7 /67 
- 
Milchwerke H.-MOHRMANN und Sohn, KG, Appeldoorn, v.
Hauptzollamt Bad Reichenhall.
On 21 February 1967,.the Court of Justice received a requesr for a preliminary ruling
submirted- 
_by the_ Finanr€ericht Miinchen; this conierns the 'interpreraiion oTArticle l2(2) of Council Regulation No. |3/64/CEE on the prosressive establish-
ment of a common organization of the markers in milk and milii< p"roducts. (r)
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Economic and Social Commitree held its 60rh plenary session in Brussels on
22 and 2l February 1967 under the chairmanship of M. Ualbr.
(r) See official gazette No. 34, 27 Fcbruary 7967.('z) Ibid. No 50, 18 Nlarch 1967.
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During this session the Committe unanimously adopted opinions on the following
proposals:
1. Proposal for a Council regulation on the abolition of discrimination in transport
rates and conditions. (See Ch. lV, sec. 37)
The Council had referred this proposal to the Committee on 1 March i966.
2. Proposal for a Council regulation on the harmonization of certain social provisions
in road transport. (See Ch. lV, sec. 38)
The Council had referred this proposal to the Committee on 29 Jily 1966.
3. Proposals for Council directives on:
1, measures to combat potato wart,
2, measures to combat potato-root eelworm.
The Council had referred these proposals to-the Committee on 27 October 1966.
4. Proposal for a Council directive amending the Council directive on the approxima-
tion of-the legislation of Member States concerning permitted colouring matters for
use in food for human consumption.
The Council had referred this proposal to the Committee on 8 December 1966.
5. Proposal for a Council directive on the use of certain preserving agents for the
surface treatment of citrus fruits and on measures of control for the detection and
identification of preserving agents in and on citrus fruits.
The Council had referred this proposal to the Committee on 8 December 1966.
During this session the Committee heard:
i) an address by M. Marjolin on the economic situation in the Community, and
ii) an address by M. Levi Sandri on the progress of the Community's work in the -
social field.
MONETARY COMMITTEE
The Monetary Committee held its 90th session on 15 and 16 February 1967, with
M. van Lennep in the chair. The Committee continued the discussion on its general
report for 1966. In addition, it examined certain problems relating to the inter-
national monetary system.
The alternate members of the Monetary Committee met on 24 February 1967 to
settle certain details of the Monetary Committee's 9th annual report.




M. laymond lifflet h-as.been appointed Chief Executive Assistanr to M. Rey) memberof the..commission, following.-the 
_retiremenr of M. Lucion. Like his pr.decessor,M. Rifflet was one of the militant Europeans of rhe earliest days. He was an .*p.ri
in 
.the Belgian dele€ation at the negotiations on the Treaties- establishing the EfC
and Euratom. M. Rifflet is, inter ilia, a member of the Administrarive-Boards of
the Co-llege-of 
_Europe, Bruges, and the Ce-ntre international de formation europ6enneof which the European Communities and the Governments of rhe Member'States
are Patrons.
M. Edoardo Volpi, Head of the Budget Division of the Direcrorate concerned with
Budget and Finance, has been appointed Head of the companies, Insurance and
Banking Division of the Directoiate concerned with Right irf Establishment and
Services in the Directorate-General for the Internal Marker.
Retirement
M. Pierre Lucion, Chief Executive Assistant to M. Jean Rey, member of the Com-
mission, left the EEC on 15 February l)67,having reached the retiring age.
The Commission received M. Lucion on this occasion and expressed its gratitude for
the devotion and assiduiry that he had shown in his work ind for the-outstanding
services that he had rendered the Community since its inception in 1958.
By 
_virtue of Article 54 of the Statute of Service, the Commission conferred uponM. Lucion the rank of honorary Director-General.
Alteration of the Commission's departmental organization
On 22 February 1967 the Commission decided to make certain changes in the staff
organization of the Directorate-General for External Relations. The new distribution
for this Directorate-General is to be found in the Annex to this Bulletin.
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Vlll. European' lnvestment Bank
Loan agreements
Turkey
On 2 February 1967, the European Investment Bank concluded two loan agree-
ments, with the Republic of Tuikey, for the financing of Projects in the_ private
industiial sector thr6ugh the intermediary of the Industrial Development Bank of
Turkey.
The firsr is a contract for the enlargement and modernization of a textile factory
at Adana (in Southern Turkey), the country's main cotton centte. This project- will
be executed by the "Giiney Sanayi ve Ticarer Isletmeleri AS" Co. Ltd., one of the
leadiog private Turkish textile enterprises.
The financed project aims essentially at improving and diversifying production and
is altogether ;n tiie with the efforts made by the Turkish textile industry to up-grade
produc-rs and improve their competitive poiition by lowering co-st^through increased
iroductivity. In^vestments will inable tfie creation of some 1 500 new iobs.
The fixed invesrmenrs of the proiect amount to Lit 81 million (9_ million units of
accounr), of which 4.4 million-units of account are to be paid in,foreign currencies.
The Bank will be conrributing to their financing by a loan equivalent to 0.4 million
units of account.
The contract has been concluded for a period of 30 years, with a 7 years' period of
grace. The rate of interest is 4.5/o per annum.
The funds wilt be re-lenr to rhe beneficiary under the conditions usually practised in
Turkey for the financing of long-terms loans.
The second agreement is an outline contract aimed at simplifying the procedure for
fiaancing industrial projects in the private sector.
It involves an amounr equivalent to 5 million units of account. This sum will be
gradually appropriated, in-the course of 1967, for the execution of investment projects
In ttre finantin! of which the Bank will decide to participate at the request of the
Industrial Development Bank of Turkey.
These amounts are lent to the Turkish State for a period of 30 years, with a 7 years'
oeriod of srace. at a rate of inrerest of 4.5Vo pei annum. They will be re-lent to
ihe benefic'lary by rhe Industrial Development Bank of Turkey under Turkish market
conditions.
The Eueropean Invesrmen! Bant is performing 
-these operations under- its Special
Section foi the accounr of member countries and in accordance with the terms of
rhe mandate it received in order to apply the finance protocol annexed to the Agree-
ment of Association between the EEC and Turkey.
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M iscellaneous
Visits to the Commission
Visit of H.R.H. the Prince of Lidge
On 15 February 1967 His Royal Highness the Prince of Lidge paid a visit to the
headquarters of the Commission where, in the absence of President Hallstein, who
was indisposed, he was welcomed by M. Robert Marjolin, Vice-President of the
Commission, by M. Mansholt, Vice-President, and by MM. Rey, von der Groeben,
Schaus, Rochereau and Colonna di Paliano, members of the Commission.
The Prince of Lidge, whose visit was a private one, discussed various problems of
European economic integration with the Commission. M. Marjolin, Vice-President,
and M. Rey then presented to him the heads of department and senior officials of
the Commission.
The Prince's visit closed with a lunch given in his honour by the Commission.
Visit of a member of the Brazilian Government
On 2 February M. Martins, the Brazilian Minister of Industry and Commerce, who
was in Europe on official business, was received by the Commission's Director-General
for External Relations, M. Herbsr, with whom he discussed Brazil's economic and
commercial relations with the Community.
Meeting attended by Ministers of Ivory Coast
The Joint Ivory Coast-EEC Committee met in Brussels on 2 and 3 February 1967
to examine the problems, particularly social problems, connected with the scheme to
plant 32 000 ht of oil palms, which the Community is financing in Ivory Coast.
The meeting was attended by two Ministers from the Ivory Coasc: M. Konan Bedi6,
Deputy Minister for Finrace and Economic Affairs, and M. Mohamed Diawara,
- Defuty Minister of Planning. Also present were M. Aoussou Koffi, the Ivory Coast
Ambaisador in Brussels, M. Fraisse, Director-General of Sodepalm, and M. Rochereau,
the member of the Commission with special responsibility for overseas development,
assisted by M. Hendus, Director-General for-Overseas Development, and M. Ferrandi,
Director 6f the European Development Fund.
Family budgets in France
The Statistical Office of the European Communities has published the sixth of a series
of surveys of family budgets that it has conducted in co-operation with the national
statistical institutes in the six Member States.
This sixth number, which
Statistics" series, concerns
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has about 600 pages and is published in the "Social
Ftance. Industrial workers, employees and civil servants,
6l
farmers and farmworkers to a total of Il 324 families contributed to the survey,
which was carried out during the 1961/64 financial year.
These four occupational groups represent some 60-70Vo of the total population.
The survey shows that the pattern of expenditure expressed in absolute and relative
figures differs greatly from ^one grouli to-another. Efrployees'and civil servants have
th-e highest level of total expendituie: almost FF 19000, as-against 
-approxim-atelyFF i3-100 for industrial woikers, FF 8 800 for farmers, and FF 8 600 for farm-
workers. In the case of the last two grouPs, however, the amount of .their 
-own
broduce that rhese families consume must -be taken into account, since it affects
ihe pattern both of their expenditure and of their consumPtion.
A collective report and economic analysis of all the surveys on family budgets in
the Community will be published in a few months' time.
Resignation of the President of the_ECSC High Authority
On 1 March 1967 M. Dino Del Bo tendered his resignation, for health reasons, zrs
President and member of the High Authority of the European Coal and Steel
Community. \
Replying to the letter in which M. Del Bo informed it of his resignation, the EEC
Coininislio" expressed its regret and its esteem for the retiring President, and thanted
him for the cordial co-opeiation that he had enabled it to enjoy with the High
Authority.
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G EN ERAL AFF AIRS, MU LTILATERAL
COMMERCIAL POLICY
l. General Affairs, Protocol
2, Relations with Customs and Trade Organizations, USA
3. Relations with International Organizations
DIREC-TORATE B
IYESTERN EUROPE _ A(EMBERSHIP AND
ASSOCIATION
1. Relations with Council of Europe, \flEU, OECD, EFTA, UK,
Denmark, Ireland
2. European countries (Northern and Central Europe)









' Also Special Representative of the Commission for GATT trade negotiations.
*i Relations wirh non-European Mediterranean countries come within the terms of reference of
this Division in so far as the oblect is association.
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2. Afica, Middle East, Latin




COIilMERCI AL POLIC'' TOIYARDS DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

















1. Principles, unification of policy (Art. 110 et sqq.),
instruments of policy
2. Agricultural Problems, Crn"i., Australia, New Zealand
3. Industrial problems (development of trade, safeguard
clauses), Japan, Hong Kong
4. European countties (Eastern Europe)
Liaison Office at OECD (Paris)
Liaison Office at GATT (Geneva)
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RESOLUTIONS OF THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
(January-Feb ruary 1967 )
Resolution expressing the opinion of the European Parliament on the EEC
Commission's proposal to the Council for a directive on the approximation of the
legislation of Member States concerning wheeled farm tractors (maximum speed,
seats for persons other than the drivers, and load platforms)
The Euopean Pailiament,
I...1
l. Urget the Executive to draw up, as soon
as possible, a rational programme for the
application of Article 100 of the Treaty
establishing the EEC, in order that such
regulations of the Member States as mani-
festly have the most direct incidence on the
establishmenr and functioning of the com-
mon market may be harmonized as a matter
of priority;
2. Calh apon the Executive, in addition,
to define the maximum length and breadth
of the load platforms of agricultural tractors,
and to revise the definition of these vehicles
so as ro make it as complete as possible;
3. Approau the EEC Commission's proposal;
I...1
Resolution on prospects for the European social policy following
the meeting of the Council of Ministers held on 19 December 1966
The EaroPear Parliament,
Having regard to the report made on behalf
of its Social Committee by MM. Dittrich
and'Troclet;
Referring to the debates that took place
during fts session of November 1966 ail
to the resolutions adopted on that occasion,in which the Council's inactivity in the
social field and as regards health protection
was sharply criticised (1);
l. Tahu note that the six Social Affairs
Ministers met on 19 December 1966;
2. lVelcomet the initiative:
i) of the President of the Council, who
presented a Memorandum concerning social
policy in the EEC which may help to give a
fresh impetus to Community action in the
social field;
ii) of the EEC Commission which, in
pursuance of its duty to ptomote close
collaboration between the Member States in
the socia[ field, submitted to the Council,
at the end of the session of 10 December,
"guidelines" that are deserving of detailed
study;
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3. Noler that the concrete risults of this
session are disappointing, both as regards
general principles and ar the practical social
level, in that:
i) the only formal decision taken to assist
redundant Italian sulphur-mine workers
deparrs considerably from the opinion pre-
viously rendered by the European Parlir-ent;
ii) no decision was taken on a number 'of
important and urgent measures 
- 
includiog
the reform of the European Social Fund 
-concerning which the Council has before it
proposals from the Executive and opinions
rendered by the Parliament and by the
Economic and Social Committee, some of
which were subrnitted over two years ago;
4. Vigorouly plotettr against the tendencies
that became apparent during this session of
the Council of Ministers and would lead to
a deterioration of the Community machinery:
i) by generalizing the intervention asd
extendinf the powers of the Committee of
Permanent Representatives;
ii) by not talcing sufficient account of the
opinions and proposals of the European
Parliament and of the other Community
bodiei;;
(1) See official gezette No z3z of 16 Deccmber 1966.
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iii) by giving preference to ad, hoc bilateral
or multilateral procedures rather than to
Community measures that are consonant with
the Treaties and find their political and
legal justification in the commitments therein
undertaken by the Member States;
). Exprettet itt tarprite that the Council
of Ministers should call in question the meas-
ure providing for collaboration in the matters
referred to in Article 118 of the Treaty, the
procedures to be followed and the instru-
ments for its implementation, notwith-
standing the fact that, as early as Octo-
*r 1961, "a common viewpoint emerged
between the representatives of the Govern-
ments" with regard to the implementation
of this Article;
6. Hopet tbat during its nsxl 5g5si6n 
-which, according to its own undertaking,




i) take decisions on all the social matters
and matters concerning health protection on
which proposals are at present b€fore it;
ii) adopt an extensive programme of action
ro be taken, as a matter of priority, in the
social field and on health protection;
iii) fix a time-table for its futur sessions
that will provide for meetings to be held
at regular intervals;
7. Reqaeilt the Commission of the European
Economic Community to arrange for ari
inquiry to be carried out among industrial
firrns in each of the six Community coun-
tries, into closures, conveisions, mergers and
combinations that are liable to cause un-
employment in industrially underdeveloped
rural areas, and subsequently to propose meas-
ures rhat will ensure re-training and com-
pensation for workers who are laid off.
8. Considers it erential that workers and
employers be asked to co-operate to an
appropriate extent in the elaboration of the
common social policy;
I...1
Resolution on industrial accident prevention in the Community
Tbe Earopean Parliament,
Having regard to the work of the seminar
on the prevention of industrial accidents
which was organized by the EEC Commis-
sion and held in Brussels from 14 to
16 June 1966,
Considering that the Community must effect-
ively co-ordinate its measures for the preven-
tion of industrial accidents and adopt harmo-
nized provisions,
Having regard to the report of its Health
Protection Committee,
l. lVelcotnq the initiative taken by the
EEC Commission in organizing a seminar on
the prevention of industrial accidents, as a
first step towards co-ordinated regulations on
all the matters that arise at Community level
with regard to the prevention of accidents;
2. Considet it necesarl that the EEC Com-
mission should organize European meetings,
at regular intervals and in collaboration E,ith
the International Labour Office, to discuss
the problems of accident prevention and
industrial safety;
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3. Calh apon the EEC Commission to adopt
directives and recommendations to stand-
ardize the arrangements for individual pro-
tection of workers in the various trades;
!. Ssggertr that the EEC Commission shouldinstruct a committee to establish uniform
Community standards for the inspection of
safety arrangements, and that the Commis-
sion should, where necessary, work out provi-
sions for new forms of inspection;
,. Reqrcstt the EEC Commission to adopt,
as soon as possible, harmonized regulations
for the creation and use of safety signals;
6. Propotet that the EEC Commission
should set up a panel of experts to examine
at regular intervals-al[ the problems arising
in connection with films on industrial safety;
the EEC Commission should take the neces-
sary measures in the light of the results
obtained by this panel;
7. Expreuly figer the EEC Commission to
requesr the Council of Ministers to authorize
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Resolution on problems relating to the organization of the world sugar rnarket
the creation of new posts in its Iodustrial
Health and Safety Division, so that this
Division may be substantially reinforced and
enabled to carry out, without delay, the ever-
increasing number of tasks falling to it in
connection with the harmonization of provi-
sions for the prevention of industrial
accidents;
8. Eucoaraget the EEC Commission to pro-
mote the development of safety-consciousness
The EaroPean Parliament,
I...1
l. lVelcomet the Community's offer, which
testifies to its desire to negotiate a world
sugar agreement 
- 
the more so since other
important countries have not yet submitted
any offer;
2. Norar, however, that the Community's
offer 
- 
which is based on two points: a
world reference price and the binding of
suDDort marsins 
- 
is not in itself sufficient
to'bring ab"out a really effective agreement
to stabilize, and in the long term reorganize,
the world sugar market in the light of the
accepted priniiples for the improvement of
world trade, including agricultural trade;
3. Contiden that these obiectives cannot be
attained unless responsibility for surpluses is
boine by the partners iointly and specific
measures are taken to help the developing
countries;
4. Deems it necersur! tberefore that, in
addition to the Community's offer, the nego-
tiations should also concern:
i) re-organization measures worked out for
each of the parties to the agreement on the
basis of a raie of self-sufficiency to be fixed
by a convention;
ii) the creation of an international Fund
for sugar, which would mainly be maintained
by levies, the resources thus constituted being,
exceptionally, set against the development aid
and to expedite and intensify its work on
the prevention of industrial -accidents, and
assuris it of its wholehearted support in
this connection;
9. Reqilertt the EEC Commission to do
everything in its power to meet the require-
menis mentioned in the report of its Health
Protection Committee as speedily as possible;
I...1
provided by the industrialized , countries
whose contribution to this Fund is partic-
ularly large;
,. Recalls that, it order to attain the
objectives of the agreement, it is important
to specify:
i) equivalent qbligations for the industrial-
ized countries, but
ii) differentiated obligations for the develop-
ing countries;
6. Stresser once agaio the importance thai
should be attached to the fact that this agree-
ment would make it possible effectively to
promote the execution of multilateral- pro-
grammes for development aid and food aid;
7. Considers it adaitable for the negotia'
tions for a "general sugar arra,ngement" to
take place in GAfi, without however
ieooardizine the conclusion of the Kennedyio"nd negltiations within the appointed
time; and that the Kennedy round negotia-
tioni should at least provide a definition of
the essential obiectivei, principles and poi-nts
which will subsequently make it possible
for agreement to be reached at a world sugar
conference;
8. Reqaeilt its competent Committee to
follow -developments in these matters andif necessary piesent a further report on the
subject;
I...1
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PUBLICATIONS OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY
Items concerning the activities-of the European Economic Community published
in the official gazefte of the European Communities between 22 Febraary and
16 March 1967
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
'\U7'ritten questions and replies
No 121 de Mu" Lulling ir la Commission de ta CEE. Objer: Difficultds
admioistratives i l'importation en ripublique f6d6rale d'Allemagne de
petits envois en provenance des Etats membres (No. l2l by Muo Lullingto the EEC Commission: Administrative difficulties connected wirh
importation into the F-ederal Republic of Germany of small consigrr-
ments from other Member States)
No 12, de M. Vredeling i la Commission de Ia CEE. Objet: M6thodes
d'espionnage et contr6le douanier (No. 12) by M. Vredeling to the
EEC Commission: Underhand methods in cusroms conrrol)
No 130 de M. Vredeling ir la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Taxes
compensatoires sur les tulipes, les narcisses et les iacinthes (No. 130by M. Vredeling to the EEC Commission: Counrervailing charges on
tulips, narcissi and hyacinths)
No 128 de M. Spenale ) la Cornmission de la CEE. Objet: Interdiction
des prdlivements nationaux sur les reldvements de prix consentis dans
le cadre de Ia politique agricole commune (No. 128 by M. Spenale
to the EEC Commission: Prohibition of national meursures which cancel
out price increases authorized under the common agricultural policy)
No 131 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Droit de
statistique (No. 131 by M. Vredeling to the EEC Commission:
Statistical tax)
No 113 de M. Thorn i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Ripartition
des adjudication du FED (No. 133 by M. Thorn to the EEC eommis-
sion: Distribution of contracts awarded by the EDF)
No 134 de M. Moro i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Contr6le de
la mise en ceuvre des proiers du FED (No. 134 by M. Moro to rhe
EEC Cornmission: Supervision of execution of EDF projects)
No 13, de M. Lardinois l la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Inter-
diction par certains pays de la CEE d'imporrer et de transirer duMtail et de la viande en provenance des Pays-Bas (No. ll5 bvM. Lardinois to the EEC Commission: Prohibition bv certain EEC
countries of the imporration or transit of livestock and meat from
the Netherlands) -
No 137 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Obiet: Gestion
des contingents de la-Comrnunautd (No. 137 by M. Vredeling to rhe
EEC Commission: Administration of Communiry quotas)
No 138 du M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Formule
relative i la proc6dure de vote au sein du Conseil (No. 138 bv M.
Vredeling to the EEC Commission: Form of words used in refeiring
to voting procedure in the Council) .
No 140 de M.'Vredeling I la Commission de la CEE. Objer : Repr6-
sentation de Ia CEE i la session du Conseil de la confirence des Narions
Unies pour le comrnerce et le ddveloppement (UNSTAD) [No. 140by M. Vredeling to the EEC Commission: EEC representation at the
















No 144 de M. Vredeling i la Commission de la CEE. Objet: Proro-
gation de la suspension simultande des droits de douane sur le th6,
le mat6 et les bois tropicaux (No. 144 by M. Vredeling to the EEC
Commission: Extension of the suspension or reduction of customs duties
on tea, mat6 and tropical hardwoods) No. 45, 13.3.67
COUNCIL AND COMMISSION
Regulations
Rdglement no 3|/67/CEE de la Commission, dt 22 f|vrier 1967,
diminuant le montant suppl6mentaire pour les ceufs en coquille de
volaille de basse-cour (Commission Regulation No. 3l/67ICEE of
22 February 1967 reducing the supplementary amount on poultry eggsin shell)
Rdglement no 
_)2167/CEE de la Commission, dt 22 l6vrier 1967,
modifiant le montant suppl6mentaire pour les iaunes d'ceufs liquides
ou 
_congelds (Commission Regulation No. 32167 /CEE of. 22 February
1967 amending the supplementaly amount for liquid or frozen egg yolks)
Rlglement no 33/67/CEE de la Commission, du 22 fivrier 1967
diminuant le montant suppl6mentaire pour les pintades abbattues (Com-
mission Regulation No. 31/67/CEE of 22 February 1967 reducing the
supplementary amount for slaughtered guinea-fowl)
Rdglement n" 34/67/CEE du..Conseil,_du 21 fdvrier 
.1967, reLatif...ir
certaines mesures concernanr l'importation de viande bovine congel6e
et de vaches vivantes destin6es i la fabrication, en provenance des pays
tiers. (Council Regulation No. 34/67/-CEE of 2L February 1967 on
certain measures concerning imports from non-member countries of
frozen beef and veal and of live cows for the food industry)
Rdglement no 3)/67/CEE du Conseil, du 2l fivrier 1967, modifiant
le rdglement n' 70/66/CEE en ce qui concerne l'ex6cution de I'enqu6te
de base en France et en Italie (Council Regulation No. 35/67/CEE
of 2l February 1967 amending Regulation No. 70/66/CEE with regard
to the conduct of the basic survey irt France and Italy)
Rdglement n" 36/67/CEE du Conseil, du 2l f6vrier L967, modifiant
les annexes du rlglement no lll/64/CEE en ce qui concerne les
produits relevant de la position 17.02 A (Council Regulation
No.36/67/CEE of 2l February 1967 amending the Annexes to Regula-
tion No. lll/64/CEE with regard to the products under heading
t7.02 A) r
Rdglement n" 37/67/CEE du Conseil, du 2l f€vriet 1967, po*ant
modification du rlglement no 9 concernant le Fonds social europ6en(Council Regulation No. 37/67/CEE of 2I February 1967 amending
Regulation No. 9 concerning the European Social Fund)
Rdglement n' 38/67/CEE de la Commission, dt 27 f|vrier 1967,
portant fixation des prillvements dans le secteur de l'huile d'olive(Commission Regulation No. 38/67 ICEE of. 27 February 1967 fixing,'
levies in the olive oil sector)
Riglement no 39/67/CEE de la Commission, du 28 ftvrier 1967,
relatif i la fixation i I'avance du pr6ldvement et de la restitution pour
certains produits dans le secteur des c6r6ales (Commission Regulation
No. 39/67/CEE of 28 February 1967 concerning the advance fixing
of levies and refunds for certain products in the cereals sector)
Riglement no 40/67/CEE de la Commission, du 28 l€vrier'1967,
modifiant le rtglement rf 207/66/CEE pr6voyant de nouvelles disposi-
tions en vue d'iviter les ditournements de trafic dans les 6changes intra-
communautaires de viande bovine congel6e (Commission Regulation
No. 40/67 /CEE of 28 February 1967 amending Regulation No.
207/66/CEE laying down further provisions to avoiding deflection of













Rdglement no 4|/67/CEE de la Commission, du 28 fdvier 1967,
portant modalit6s d'application du rlglement n, 2lJ/66/CEE relarif au
r6gime applicable aux aliments composds i base de produits lairiers et
au lait en poudre destin6 i l'alimentation du b6tail (Commission
Regulation No. 4|/67/CEE of 28 February 1967 laying down imple-
menting provisions for Regulation No. 215/66/CEE on the arrange-
ments applicable to compound animal feedingstuffs with a basis of milk
powder and other milk products)
Riglement no 42/67/CEE de la Commission, du lcr mars 7967, poruant,
pour le deuxidme trimestre 1967, adaptarion er fixarion des prix d'6cluse
et fixation des pr6ldvemenrs envers les pays tiers dans le secteur des
ceufs de volailles (Commission Regulation No. 42/67 /CEE of
1 March 1967 adjusting and fixing the iluice-gate prices and fixing the
levies for eggs_ imported from non-member countries during the selond
quarter of 1967)
Riglemeni a' 43/67/CEE de la Commission, du ler mars 1967, portant
modalit6s d'application du riglement no 216/66/CEE, relarif aux
aliments compos6s pour animaux, ir base de cdr6ales (Commission
Regulation No.43167/CEE of I March 1967 layiag down implementing
provisions for Regulation No. 216/66/CEE concerning compound animal
feedingstuffs with a basis of cereals)
Rlglement no 44/67/CEE du Conseil, du 21 f6vrier 1967, concernant
certaines rnesures d'organisation commune des march6q dans le sec-
teur du 
_sucre pour la campagne 1967/1968 (Council RegularionNo. 44/67 /CEE of 2l February 1967 on measures relating to the com-
mon organization of sugar rnarkets for the 1967/68 malketing year)
RBglement n' $167/CEE de la Commission, du 3 mars 1967, modifianr
le rdglement to D7/64/CEE en ce qui concerne les produits relevanr
de la position 17.02 A du tarif douanier commun (Commission Regula-
tion.No. 45/67/CEE of 3 March 1967 amending Regulation-No.
lr7 164/CEE with regard to the products under CCT-heading L7.02 A)
Rlglement no 46/67/CEE de la Commission, du 9 mars 1967, modifiant
le rdglement no 56/66/CEE en ce qui concerne Ie calcul du montant
maximum des restitutions ) I'exportation des fromages du groupe no 7
vers les pays tiers (Commission Regulation No. 46/67 /CEE of9 March 1967 amending Regulation No. 56/66/CEE with regard ro
the calculation of the maximum refuod on exporrs of Group T lheeses
to non-member countries)
Rlglement no 47/67/CEE du Conseil, du 7 mars 1967, modifiant et
compl6tant certaines dispositions des rlglements no! 3 er 4 concernantla s6curit6 sociale des travailleurs migiants (gens de mer) [Council
Regulation No.47/67/CEE of 7 March 7967 amending and supplement-
ing certain provisions of_Regulations Nos.3 and 4 concerning social
security for migrant workeri (seamen)]
Riglement no 48167 /CEE du Conseil, du 7 mars 1967, portant instaura-tion d'un rdgime commun d'dchanges pour I'ovoalbumine et la lacto-
albumine (Council Regularion Nn. 48/67 /CEE of 7 March 1967instituting a cornmon trading system for egg albumen and milk
albumen)
Rlglement no 49/67/CEE du Conseil, du 7 mars 1967, relatif au conrin-
gent tarifaire communautaire de 20 000 t6tes de g6nisses et de vaches
de certaines races de montagne (Council Regulation No. 49178/CEE
of 7 March 1967 concerning the Community tariff quota of 20 000
head of heifers and cows of certain mountain breeds)-
Rdglement n' 50/67 |C\E du Conseil,.du 7 mars 7967, porrant proroga-tion, pour l'annee 1966, du d6lai pr6vu par I'arricle 20, paragraphe-l,du riglement no |7/64/CEE relatif au FEOGA (Council Regulation
No. 50/67/CEE of 7 March 1967 extending for the year 1p-66 the














Delegations and missions to'the Community
Missions des pays tiers (Panama) [Missions of non-member countries(Panama)l No. 47, 1r.3.67
Rdglernent no 51/67/CF.E de la Commission, du 14 mars 1967, portant
fixation des prildvements dans le secteur de I'huile d'olive (Commission





Consultation et avis du Comiti dconomique et social au sujet de quatre
projets de directives du Conseil concernant le rapprochement des l6gisla-
tions des Etats membres relatives
a) aux instruments de mesure en g6n6ral,
b) aux thermomltres m6dicaux i mercure en verre du type i maxima,
c) aux poids parall6l6pipddiques de prdcision rnoyenne de 5 i 50 kg,
d) aux poids cylindriques de pr6cision rnoyenne de 1 g I l0 kg
(Reference to the Economic and Social Committee of four draft Council
directives on the approximation of the legislation of Member States
concernlng:
a) measuring instruments in general,
b) - clinical maximum mercury-in-glass thermometers;
c) 5 kg to 50 kg block weights in the medium limit of error category,
d) 1 g to 10 kg cylindrical weights in the medium limit of error
category)
D6cision du Conseil, du 27 octobre 1966, donnant d6charge )r la
Commission pour I'ex6cution des opirations du Fonds de d6veloppement
pour I'exerciie 1961 (Council Decision of 27 October 1966 eivine a
discharge to the Commission in respect of the operations of the European
Development Fund for the 796) financial year)
D6cision du Conseil, du 19 ianvier 1967, donnant d6charge i la
Commission pour l'ex6cution du budget et du budget supplimentaire
pour l'exercice 1963 (Council Decision of 19 January .1967 giving a
discharge to the Commission in respect of the ex-ecutioniof the budget
and of-the supplementary budget for the 1963 financial year)
Ddcision du Conseil, du 21 fivrier 1967, prorogeant, iusqu'au 31 d6cem-
bre 1967, la dur6e de validit6 de l'autorisation privue i l'article ler de
la d6cision du 19 d6cembre 1960 portant sur le r6gime d'aides existant
en France en faveur de certaines catigories de piles i papier (Council
Decision of 21 February 1967 exteniling until 31 December 1967 the
authorization provided for in Article 1 bf the Decision of 19 Decem-
ber 1960 conc-erning the current French system of aids for certain classes
of paper pulp)
Avis de concours g6n6ral no 3i/Conseils (6 administrateurs) {Notice
of open competitive examination No. 35/Conseils (6 administrative
officers)l
Consultation et avis du Comitd dconomique et social au suiet d'une
prooosition de directive du Conseil concernant l'uniformisation des dispo-
iiti6ns relatives ir l'admission en franchise du carburant contenu dans









Economic and Social Committe.e of a proposed Council directive on the
standardization,of provisions rela1i-ng to ddty-free en"y f"; h;i .;*ii".jin rhe ranks of commercial vehicles)
Consultation 
.et avis du Comit6 6conomique et social au sujet d,uneproposition de 9irective .l.u Conseil concernant le rapproctii-;ri d;;legislations des Etats membres relatives aux rracreurs ilricoles i roues(vite_sse maximale, sidges de convoyeurs er plates-formesie .trrr*"-."ii
lReference to the Economic.and Social Commirtee of a proposedtouncii
directive on 
-the. qpp-roximarion of the legislation of' M";ber- $;i;
concerning wheele_d farrn rractor:i (maximulrn speed, seats for peisoni
other than the driver, and loading surfaces)l -
D6cision du.-Conseil,. du 7 mars 1967, portant suspeosion partielle dudrort clu raflt douanier commun applicable aux mdlassc de la oosirion17.03 B IV. (Council Decision of-7 March 1967 reducing tlie CCTduty on molasses under heading 17.01 B IV)
Composition 
.dq Qo_m46 iconomique er social (Composition of theEconomic and Social Committee)
THE COMMISSION
Directives and decisions
Dicision de la Commission,.du l0 fivrier 1967, porrant augrnenration
du volume du contingent taiifaire octroy6 au royaurire de nelg1que ei a;grand-duche de Luxembourg pour certaines esplces de crabes et irevettes.
destin6s i la conserverie -(Commission Deciiion of t0 Febiuarv i967
increasi-ng the volume of the uriff quota granted to Belgium and Luxim-
bourg for certain types of crabs and shrihps for prese-rving)
D6cision de Ia Cornmission, du 14 fdvrier 1967, fixant le montanr
maximum de la restitution valable pour les exporrarions de bovins
vivants vers les pays tiers (Commissi6n Decision bf 14 Februarv l9(t7
fixing- the maximum refund on exporrs of tive cattle to non-rirember
countries)
D6cision de la Commission, du 14 f|vrier 1967, autorisant la Ripublique
frangaise, en verru de l'article 1lJ, alio6a 1,'du Trait6, i 
"iitri"t,traitement communautaire les c fleurs cou#eS r orieinaires des oavi
tiers et mises en- libre 
_pratique dans d'autrei Etats rneirbres (Cominii-
sion Decision of 14 Februarv 1967 authorizins France bv virtue ofArticle 1li, first paragraph, of the Treaty, to eiclude from tommunitv
treatment cut flowers originating in rlon-member countries and in frei_.
circulation in other Member States) !
Dicision de la Comrnission, du-21 l€vrier 1967, portant augmentationdu volume du contingent tagifaire octroyd i ia'r6oubliou-e fed6rale
{Alqmagn-e pou_r 
-certains fils de bourre di soi (schappe) (Commi5lionDecision of 21 Februar.y 1967. increasin-g the volume'of the'tariff quotagrafltd to the Federal Republic of Germany for certain yarns spunfrom silk waste)
Decision de la Commission, du 22 f,|v:iier 7967, autorisant la Rdoublioue
frangaise, en verru de l'ariicle 111, alinda l,'du Trait6, ) excluie'du
traitement communautaire a les chaussures i semelles extirieures en
caoutchouc et i dessus en auttes matieres l, de posirion no 64.02 ex Bdu rarif douanier commun, originaires de Tch6cbslovaquie et mises enlibre pratique dans les autrc Eiats membres (Commisiion Decision of22 Febrtary.l967_authorizing- Fran-ce, by virdue of Arricle 115, firstplragraph, of 
_the Trea-ty, to extlude from Community treatment fo6rwear
with outer soles of rubber and uppers of other marlrials (CCT headine













D6cision de la Commission, du 3 mars 1967, modifiant la d6cision dela Commission du 3 octobre 1966 relaive i'l'icoulernent. en Belpioue.
de beurre de stock privi aprls transformation en beurre ionaur f-Ci-]
m-ission Decision of 3 Irlarch 1967 amendins rhe Commission Deiision
of 3 October 1966 concerning the marketing-in Belgium 
"f brt[i-iilriprivate stocks after rendering)
Dicision de la Commission, !g 24 
-fdvrier, .1967, prtant nouvellemodification de sa d6cision du 28 octobre 1966 autoiisinr i.ri.ioi-ririi
membres. i percevoir des 
.taxes compensatoirei i t'importaiion ;;;;;,;;;
marchandises risultant de-la traniformation de produits .gri.ol.r, i;prov€nance des aurres Etats membres (Cominission D-ecision' of24_February 1967 again amending its Deciiion of Zg Oitobei'tSlG
authorizing certain Member_ States to impose countervailing charges' onimports from the other Member Srates-of certain goods"made" from
agricultural producrs)
Dicision de la Commission,.du 3 mars 1967, portant fixation des prix
franco frontiire pour les 6changes intracommunauraires dani triicl.uidu-lait et des produits lairiers (Commission Decision of ) March 1967fixing fre.e-at-frontier prices for intra-Communiry rrade in milk and
milk products)
Recommendations and opinions
Recommandation de la Commission, du 2J fdvrier 1967, adress6e au
g.ouvernernenr de la France au sujet du projet de ddcret portanr fixation
du r6gime applicable aux rranspoirs routiers-internationaux de voyageurs.(Commission Recommendation of 23 February 1967 addressed't5 the
French. Governmenr, conccrning the draft deciee on the arrangementi
applicable to international passtnger rransport by road)
Avis de la Commission, du I mars 1967, adress6 a gouvernemenr du
royaume de Belgique au sujer du projet d'arr6c6 minis-tdriel relatif aux
conditions de compirence professionnelle exigie pour la d6livrance d'une
autorisation g€nlrale-de transporr internatidnal- (Commission Opinion
of 3 March 1967,- addressed to rhe-Belgian Governmenr, concerning the
draft rninisterial decree on the qrofessional qualificationi required Tor ageneral international transporr licence)
Cartels and monopolies
Communicarion faire conform6ment i I'article !9,_ paragraphe 3, du rEgle-
ment no 17 concernant une notification (IY/26041) fCommunicadon
uqCql 
-4lt,4e l9G) of Regulation No. 17 concerning a notification(rv /2604r))
European Development Fund
Avis d'appel d'offres no 169 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de la r6publique du Niger pour un programme financ6 pariiellenienr
p4t la CEE (Call for supply tender No. 569 issued by the-Republic of
Niger for a programme financed in part by the EEC)'
Avis d'appel d'offres no 170 de la R6publique du SCndeal (Call for
tender No. 570 issued by the Republic of Senegal) -
Avis d'appel d'offres no 571 (appel d'offres par consulrarion publique)












Avis d'appel d'offres no 172 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de la r6publique du Mali (Call for supply tender No. 572 issued by
the Republic of Mali)
Information relative aux taux de paritis retenus pour les op6rations du
Fonds europ6en de diveloppement (Exchange rates used for EDF
operations)
Avis d'appel d'offres no 573 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de la r6publique du Niger (Union nig6rienne de cr6dit et de coopdra-
rion 
- 
UNCC) [CalI for supply tender No. )73 issued by the Republic
of Niger (Union nig6rienne de cr6dit et de coop6rarion 
- 
UNCC)I
Avis d'appel d'offres no 574 (appel d'offres par consultation publique)
de la r6publique du Congo (ministdre de la reconstruction, de I'agricul-
ture et ae I'ilevage) [ea[ for supply tender No. 174 issued by the
Congo Republic (Ministry of reconstruction, agriculture and stock-
raising)l
Modification ir I'avis d'appel d'offres no i15 (Amendment to call for
tender No. J55)
R6sultats d'appels d'offres (no" 45), 476,499, t04, r07, r08, ,09, ,10
et )35) (Reiults of calls fot tender Nos. 4)1, 476, 499, ,04, 507,
,08, ,09, )10 and 535)
Modificatif i I'appel d'offres no ,71 (Amendment to call for tendet
No.571)
Approbation de proiets et programmes (Approval of projects and pro-
grammes)













Liste des produits faisant I'obiet de I'application de la clause de sauve-
sarde pr6vue par I'article 115'(situation-au l0r ianvier 1967) (List of
-producis to which the safeguard clause in Article 115 applies; situation
Zr i January 1967) - No. 30, 22.2-67
General
COURT OF JUSTICE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES
Communications
Demande de statuer ) titre pr6judiciel faite par arr6t de la Cour sup6-
rieure de justice du grand-duch6 de Luxembourg, da.ns I'atfaie.Auguste
De Moor,'i Bertrangi, contre la Caisse de pension des employ6s privis,l Luxembourg (affalre 2-67) [Request for preliminaty ruling made by
the Cour sufl6rieure de iustice of the Grand Duchy. of Luxembourg
in re Augusti De Moor, of Bertrange, v. Caisse de pension des employ6s
priv6s, oI Luxembourg (Cue 2-67))
Demande de d6cision prdiudicielle, prdsent6e par ordonnance du Finanz-
eericht de Munich dans ie procEs Firma \0'. Beus GmbH und Co KG,
fiIunich, contre Hauptzollamt Munich-Landsbergerstrar,se (affaire. 
-5'67)-
tRequeit for preliminary ruling submitted by the Finanzgericht of





Demande de statuer i titre prdiudiciel faite par ordonnance de la Troi-
sidme Chambre du Conseil d'Erat de Beleique, dans l'affaire Guerra
Teresa, veuve Pace Pietro, i Leno (Brescii), contre l'Institut narional
d'assurance maladie-invalidit6, i Bruxelles ,aifaire 6-67\ [Reouest forpreliminary ruling made by the Troisilme Chambre du Conseil d'Etat
of Belgium in re Guerra Teresa, widow of Pace Pietro, of Leno (Brescia).
v. Institut national d'assurance maladie-invalidit6, of Bruisels (Case 6-67)l " No.34, 27.2.67
Issues of the agricultural supplement of the official gazefte.on,"inrn* the tables
appended to the cornmission's decisions fixing cif prices, premiums to be added
to levies, the amounts to be added or deducted in computing refunds for cereals,
and free-at-frontier cereal prices :
Supplement No. 7, 22 February 1967
Supplement No. 8, I March 1967
Supplement No. 9, 8 March 1967
Supplement No. 10, ll March 1967
Recent publications of the European Economic Community (t)
1031
Ninth Report on the Activities of the Monetary Committee
1967. (d, f, i, n, e). Limited disrribution
1027
Exposd sur 1'6volution.de_la situation sociale dans la Communaut6 en 196) (ioint au a Neuvilme
Ilpport gdn6ral sur l'activit6 de la Communaur6 l en application de l'ariicle 122 du Trait6)(Re-port.o-n the Development of the social situation in tire community in 1965 
- 
appendej
to the "Ninth General Report on the Activities of the Community" in pursuance of Article 122
of the Treatv)
1966. 325'ip. (d, f, i, n). l0s.9d.; $1.)0; Bfrs. 75
819'
9pq*qlilt law. ^ .Extract- from the Ninth General Report on the Activities of the Community(1 April 196, - 3r March 1966)
1967. 18 pp. (d, f, i, n, e). Free
9202 I
Corps diplomatique accr6dit6 auprds de la Communauti dconomique europdenne (Diplomatic
missions accredited to the European Economic Community) * Coriigendum No. 11967. 100 pp. (f). 10s.9d.; $1.10; Bfrs. 75
4oot
Coqrmon transport qglicy following the Council Resolution of 20 October 1966. See Supplement
to Bulletin No. 3-1967 of the European Economic Community(d, f, i, n, e). 2s.6d.; $0.30; Bfrs. 1)
8191
CEE Informations. Marchis agri,coles. Prix (CEE Information. Agricultural Markets. Prices)
Bi-monthly. Nos. 3 and 4/1967. (d/f /i/t). Limited distriburion
8192
CEE Informations. MarchCs agricoles. Echanges commerciaux (CEE Information. Agricultural
Markets. Trade) t
Bi-monthly. Nos. 1 and 2/March 7967. (d/t/i/n). Limited distribution
(l) The abbreviations after each tidc indicare the languages in which thc documents have been published :f = French, d - Germanr i = Italian, n = Dutch, e = English.
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8160
Fonds Europ6en de D6veloppement. Situation trimestrielle des projets du premier FED en
exicution. Date de mise i iour : 31 ddcembre 1966 (European Development Fuod. Quarterly
review of lst EDF schemes in progress; situation at 31 December 1966)
1967. (0. Limited distribution
8 160
Fonds Europden de Diveloppement. Situation trimestrielle des projets du deuxidme FED en
ex6cutioo. Date de mise i jour: 31 dicembre 1966. (European Development Fund. Quarterly
review of 2nd EDF schemes in ptogress; situation at 31 December 7966)
1967. (0. Limited distributioo
Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy (published by the Information Service of the
European Communities)(0. Free
il*rl.,,., on the Common Agricultural Policy (published by the Information Service of the
Eurooean Communities)
Nos.'1, 2 nd )/1967' (d, f, i, n, e). Limited distribution
Publications by the ioint services of the three Communities
Joint Information Service
Ptblicationt bl ollicet in ca,pital citiet
Bonn: Europiische Gemeinschaft No. ), March 7967
The Hague: Europese Gemeenschap No. 91, March 1967
Paris: Communaut6 eurot'enne No. 104, March 1967
Rome: Comunitl Europea No. 3, March 1967
London: European Community No. 3, March 1967
lVashington: European Community No. 101, March 1967
Also Spanish edition: Comunidad europea, No. 3, March 1967
Statistical Office of the European Communities
- 
General Statistical Bulletin, No. )/67
- 
(srnrngs6g ext6rieur: Statistique mensuelle (Foreign Trade: Monthly Statistics), No.3/67
- 
Associds d'outre-mer : Statistique du commerce ext6rieur (Overseas Associated Areas: Foreigo
Trade Statistics), No. 2/67
- 
Statistiques de l'dnergie (Energy Statistics), No. 1/67
- 
Statistique agricole (Agricultural Statistics), No. 9/66, No. t0/66
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